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Menagerie
he wants to be
an ineffectual old man
stooped in amazement
bent from years of
wonder, from carrying sky
near-sighted from
searching the ground
hard of hearing
from listening closely
now, it’s not as if the earth
grows stale as a crust of bread, rather
in the beginning, the darkness was good
the god made a place for itself—
think of our inclination towards sea-monkeys,
swimming in a jar on the kitchen counter
we’ve known some fantastic creatures
Stream Of
—an apt metaphor, sure, excepting sleep and the so called scientific findings that
vision is spliced with spaces so that we see in clicking projector reels, life flicking
completely unlike a watercourse, our lives unwind with mood, emotion, desire,
blood flows in currents, pulls against our veins while we sleep in the stream, feet up
against oncoming rocks, shadows of paddles on the water, pulping notebook pages,
submerged and nesting in the lakey hum. Rivers run down into the ocean filled cauldron, volcanic bubbling, smoke beneath water, words, creation, sea-creatures knowing no daylight but living off the core-heat, belly up, eyes flat black discs, hovering
in that nanodarkness, never lost.
what an odd.
it’s the sun, for one thing
the sum of its heat
an athletic legs kind of day
glacial transference, stained glass
into every hallowed hour
who has recognized time as such
something fearful in Summer’s passing
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something unbelievable
is this the final universe?
are you planning on making many mistakes?
you might as well, you will
match me, word for word
cough when I laugh, and also:
let me lie close to you
lean into you
History of Soccer, History of Sport,
History of Philosophy
you and I are of the animal kingdom,
we are each other’s favorites
we are wild, we are caged
you are sleek like a muskrat out of water
the sleekest of all the animals
take the stick with the hair on it
put it in the paint
put it on the board
repeat
I’m rich with words and proper pronunciation and what of it
glandular comes the day, liquid
paint it wet, draw it dry
interpreting the raw stuff of the universe
and yet I have some answers
and yet I keep them secret
size of a pepper flake, sequoia seed
size of an infant’s eardrum
what is likely? and what is not?
are we not quite foolish?
I say lovely, and you,
you say lovely, lovely
— Scott Newton Allen
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Out and About
If my heart hurts in the chest,
My stomach burns in the heart.
And the Intestines ache in the stomach,
Then kidneys hurt the back,
While the back pangs my rear end,
All of these trouble the body,
But I keep on walking,
A foot swelling is just a pain for the earth
Nothing at all to do with me.
— Ben Nardolilli
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Winter Myths
Will you object if I called you now?
Not through phone lines,
pumping blood
to hearts that have stopped beating.
Not with a voice that had learned
the language of trees
(ivy and oak, my dear)
I mean call you through this rip in my room.
Through the hole in my bed
I can plunge my arm through.
Call you up from the winter month
to where you need to be.
Call you.
My voice red as a pomegranate seed.
— Valentina Cano
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Cheesecake
My heart is not a clock, but when I opened up my shirt and saw a clock
there I couldn’t help but think that way. How fun to have a clock over
your heart. Neither clock nor heart listen to each other. They both go
thump and click and tock. One over the other. One under the other.
They take turns. They fight it out. They never make up. They think it’s
funny. It’s funny.
— Ricky Garni
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Manual speech, a felt language
A thought
Moisturized by manual speech
The roasted plug of local disease
Runs amuck from outer, thick-lipped need
Boastful ruffians becoming street-slick
Urban serial psychopaths on their way to 24hr diner trash
Cleavage TV wearing tourist aprons and coating ice cream with ash
Pigmentations in vermillion and cinnabar blush
Factoring in the genius fool who shoots suicidal railings beyond skin-growth hosts
Billowing walkers faking drug-breath
“Free east,” blokes and stolen brothels
Behind the anatomical asinine scientific madness
Locked in the Scottish jaw
Framing legal tender as an imperial resource
A high cultural silver wedding
Blessing the Afric noon
In hushed greed, or American freedom
To thieve upturned pockets and re-chain the Latin bull
With the Romanesque burden of the Nilotic Buffalo skull
Grated into blood soup and breaking open unripe fruit off-season
In the fasting jokester’s war over the Muslim flag
Raging starlit inside a desert cave
To wish a prophetess to bloom
As a rustic mockery of the qurra’ and their sand-quipped poetry contests
A following, run dry as mouths spring wide for hashish grooming
Young lads behaving timid before the pious lie
Stern with gazing hypocrisy
The oriental mirror
All of a sudden darkening over the wordless eye
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A feline cage rumbles
Falling over bedside rambling and misanthrope notions
Caving suddenly
To the age of the non-committal wife and her ruinous factory of moon-swept
slaves Tunneling beyond oppressive rights
The sham literary nick-knack drudgery over those distant horse-run hills
Whispering delicate incantations
To tame the ever-loosening rug-blown curtains of the rich
Worrisome trumps and curvaceous blondes sending out jealousy
As a baked treat to the public rhythm
Overstepped by a deity’s hidden shadow
A miffed breadwinning sag of the brain and the hungry paranoia of early rain
My shale-torn clothing scrubbed clean by the salt-tipped foray of evil lunacy
Aquarian bane, bone knocked throughout grainy sight
Observing the skull-emancipated wisdom
Risking vertigo and the sure endless night
Bringing sugar, tea and a companion’s brethren tide
Bracing a felt language
— Rusty Kjarvik
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fruit box from the street king we can open
the box
to see
if there is
a severed head
instead of fruit
or we can leave
it alone
watering the box
with fear
watching it
day after day
grow
into either
a fruit tree
or a demon tree
but then what if
it produces
fruit
will we then eat it
or will we just
let the fruit
rot
stinking
up the house
— Michael Spring
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Como Tu
Every Sunday at
Northgate market on Franisquito ave
I fill the cart
Pre madePan Ducle
Arroz
Flour tortialls and
A can of Rosarita’s original refried beans
Generations of Mexicans scatter
Grasping
Pounds of masa, flour
Sugar y chile
Bags of rice y pinto beans
Eggs y quesco
For chile rellenos
Reaching the 15 items or
Less lane
Four Mexicanos before me
Cashier says to each one:
Hola, como estas?
It’s now my turn
She says:
Hello, how, are you today?
Why does she speak English
To me
Again?
Eyes twitch
Voice wants to holler:
Mujer
Por que me habla en ingles?
Mujer
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Do we not have
The same
Long dark brown hair
And café con crème skin?
Are we not both caged she wolves
Because machismo tells us we are
Daughters of
La Malinche?
Are we not faced with
Catcalls by dirty 35 year old
White
Men trying to feel young if
We give them a smile?
You based my assumed first language
On what your hazel eyes
See:
Skinny jeans
DC shoes and tees
Forever 21 sweaters
That I had to beg the
Sperm donor for because
My money goes to this
“Community” store so
Mom and bother can eat
Try using hazel eyes
As x-ray vision
To remove
This decorative clothing
And see
Our
Café con crème skin
Is the same
— Candace Cortez
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Amna with stars spinning around her
enjoys looking at naked women. She says
so in a Manhattan cabin, where lemon drops
are a dollar until midnight. The drunks
around them speak in eighties pop patois,
Do you really want to hurt me ‘cause, baby,
I’m hungry like the wolf, so don’t you forget
about me. Adam is all delayed reaction, giggling
the tall glass of Heffenweiser and shot of Jack
now making landfall in the bottom shelf of his stomach
already drenched to the screws in a half bottle of Corona.
Tonight, sharing a drink or two with a beautiful woman
is what he needs. Amna who makes friends with street vendors
doesn’t recoil. Her gaze doesn’t wander. She drinks
and offers to pay. They breathe through their eyes,
pupils that intake and exhaust on too little light
to rockabye to. They reminisce about blackouts, hangovers that crowded foreheads with unnecessary furniture.
Amna with New York City on her lips says, Let’s go,
and the city lights fall like meteor showers in their wake.
— Lloyd Aquino
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she
chappedlips
&
wonderbreadhips
s/way across
the wave/s of my
blacked-out
brain
smog-scented
lacerations
nullify/numb
her
de
virgin
ized thighs
banana-bottled-rum
inhabits
t
h
e uninhabitable
& salacity rapes
what was/is
Unrecognizable
— Andrew J. Stone
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“Everybody’s Doing A Brand New Dance Now”
in the days when Mel Gibson
wore a mullet
before alcohol and sex
I sang to The Locomotion
stood tip-toes on the stool
in Grandma's kitchen
my ear next to the boom-box
on top of her fridge-freezer
"you'll go deaf
with your head so close to that thing"
she'd crow from her chair
the click of knitting needles
still audible
and now, in the days
when Mel Gibson is receding
so am I.... into a hole
where only the dead dance
I haven't had sex
for ninety three days
my hangovers hold hands
like children
circling me
the click of bones
is the only thing I hear
-- a metronome
atop the silence of a grand piano
that's almost singing
— Michael Ashley
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Charlie Chan In The Twenty-First Century
He picked cherries from a tree and threw them down to us. “Nut easy
to crack often empty,” he said. Maybe he heard us laugh, maybe not.
All his life he liked to wander through cemeteries. The most terrible
dreams blew about the headstones. “Actions,” he said, “speak louder
than French.” We weren’t watching as closely as we might have. Later
he was found wearing only one shoe and repeating, “At night all cats
are black.”
— Howie Good
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These Things Happen To Me All The Time
I’d like to think
you were love
but you’re
probably war.
You’re the maggots
that keep the dead bird moving.
You’re wind
that severs
the rotted branches.
You’re the soda bottle
tossed from a car,
rolling across my lawn.
You’re this commercial
for tampons
that I must sit through
so the Olympics
can begin.
You happen to me
in unexpected ways
that aren’t so unexpected
when I think about it.
Like the
day I met you.
A miracle surely.
Wednesday, at it turns out.
— John Grey
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Perpetual
This is how
we undress—
nose to nose and pupils
wide, like kids
at funhouse mirrors
bending in and out of shared
memories. Or better
like twins who take turns
being looked at
and looking.
Could this be infinity,
this stretched thing growing
smaller, accordion-like
in a narrow hallway
of mirrors? Or is
it more physical
like satellites pulling away
or the centripetal force
that keeps stars intact
and spinning.
I’m not afraid if you aren’t.
Here are movements,
quiet and sudden, coming
to blur out
our faces, to leave behind only
darkness—the watery graves
of our eyes.
These are movements
that pull us under
where we begin
a sideways sort
of falling.
— Belline Chao
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Men I Would Probably Sleep With
If I had a qualifier
it would be the ability
to read, but I tend
to forget that when hot
breath tickles my ear
and morning is approaching.
— Angel Pulliam
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Manifest
At five in the morning
on the first night of sleeplessness
I imagine us on a wagon train
headed toward the hazy west of daybreak.
I am wearing a calico dress
and high mudcaked boots
and everything is idyllic manifest destiny,
hardscrabble honest faith,
until we see the mountains.
There are so many of them,
wolves' teeth in the animal carcass
of unconquered America.
We are too heavy for the steepness
of this country's brutality. Weight
must be lost, furniture left rut-side
to rot into prairie grass. The unessential jettisoned
to ensure safe passage.
As I watch your arch of canvas disappear
into an uncertain morning’s jaws
from my perch on the wardrobe,
I can't help but wave.
— Cassandra de Alba
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Borrowed CD’s, shirts, and time
I’ve spoken with men and women
In student loan cookie cutter apartments and
cars that reek of brandy and tobacco ashes.
They’ve told me the same thing,
Stories of the love they gave
And the trophies that were taken from them.
“We can’t eat here, this is where John and I had our 2nd.”
“I fucking hate this song, she always sang this one
on road trips.”
“Cherry menthols? Get that shit out of here.”
“Not the palm. He always used pressure
points.”
“I threw them all away. I never liked Star Wars.”
Yes you did,
but you let them rip it out of you
and keep it for themselves.
A trophy of rape and conquest.
Rise above the labels you slapped on
all the objects and memories.
They’re yours,
no matter whose name and face
is branded on them.
— Dylan Gosland
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This Is My Poem
Animal Mother: Freedom? You'd better flush out your head, new guy. This isn't
about freedom; this is a slaughter. If I'm gonna get my balls blown
off for a word, my word is "poontang".
- Adam Baldwin, Full Metal Jacket
This
is my poem. There are
many like it
but this one is mine.
My poem is not
my best friend
because it has
overstayed its welcome
and keeps leaving
its dishes in the sink.
I must master my poem
like I should try and
master my life
beyond being exceptional
at rolling quarters
down hallways
and hiding sleeves
of books in the pockets
of my coat.
Without me, my poem
is useless. Without my poem
I am probably better off
I can probably sleep better
I could probably better
my ability to smooth
out sheets in a room
at Best Western.
I must fire my poem
into the air with a cannon,
fluttering paper wrapped
around a rock with a rubberband.
True, I must set fire
to my poem, I must set
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it aside instead of spooning it
from a tub at 3 a.m.
I must shoot
all other aspiring poets
who are trying to kill my self
esteem.
I will.
Before the God of Hangnails and Couplets, I swear this creed:
My poem and myself are defenseless against violent knifewielding homeless in Boston. We are the masters of nothing
besides being successfully amateur in almost all ways. We
are the savers of old newspaper clippings, sentimental hair
ties, that picture of the Fonz, too many pairless black socks.
So be it, until there is no enemy, but the strain in my writing
hand. Amen.
— Dillon J. Welch
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The chalet by the river
beyond the rock bluff down the river
just past the railroad tunnel, a white
tree looms over a chalet, crumbling,
yet I am told this chalet is renowned
for pastries of some sort, fresh bread
and European delicacies untold to the
Westernized working-class stomach,
but I am only reminded of this when
the train flies by at forty-seven miles
per hour, the chalet on one side and
the steel-gray Hudson in a dead-run
on the other, and then the thought is
gone, and only the rusting garbage
that stains New York’s riversides
and highway embankments remains,
like the crusting eczema festering
on the skin of a long suffering dog,
panting, starving for one last bone,
much less the baked wonderments
fresh from the chalet by the river
— James H. Duncan
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Jesus Makes the Shotgun Sound
He preys
with a sawed
off twelve
gauge, hidden
under a potato
sack cloak he stole
from Vons,
while carrying
the Word
strapped
to his chest.
— Zack Nelson-Lopiccolo
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One Night in Long Beach (From John Two-Hawks)
After the red glow
of the west turns to white,
I come home.
I tell my Lovebird, Arrows, I met this girl.
He screams
and flies around his cage.
Don’t give me shit, I tell him. She was hot.
he nips at his bars,
making the sounds of black violins
tuned to breaking. I let him out.
I would have covered you, but I ended
up at her place last night.
All night. Arrows flies
out and lands on the glass
of a candle with a saint
on it that I never use,
and he screeches
as though burnt.
What? I thought you’d be happy
for me. It’s not every day
that I hook up with a girl
like that. My Lovebird circles
the room over my head
landing
on a plastic brain that comes apart,
and screams again.
And the shower?
My God. Arrows
leaves the model, lands on my left shoulder
picks at my shirt, paces back and forth,
and grumbles quietly in his bird language.
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I think I’m going to see her again. I say.
Arrows screams and bites my ear so hard
it’s a wonder I didn’t bleed more.
— Michaelsun Knapp
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Patient Zero
I want to be
at the start
of something.
Some bold new
literary
movement.
A new way
of thinking
about the world.
Hell,
even the
outbreak
of some
exotic
new
flesh-melting
bacteria
would do.
— Matt Galletta
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Mental Arson
An unfinished house in the woods—
post and beam construction,
a couple of sheets of wallboard
to cut and nail into place.
Furniture still wrapped in plastic.
Fresh new ghosts ironed, laid out
among the towels and linens.
Some painting left, some wiring,
but otherwise ready for brisk
family quarrels and headlong
make-up sex. Housewarming,
we’ve brought a peppery merlot
and a silky chardonnay. At dusk
the ghosts rustle from the linen
and swagger around upstairs
while downstairs we toast the owners.
You wish them children of every
possible gender, color, and faith.
I wish them sturdy plumbing,
especially a vigorous sump pump.
The ghosts riot like puppies.
We can’t hear but sense them laughing
at our lack of depth. Stones mutter
in the forest, conversing with trees.
Their complex plots never hatch
for lack of mobility. Our friends
agree that the gnashing of owls
over prey incites purple rage
only certain sex acts assuage,
the ones that as a foursome
we’d never dare. But later
when the ghosts tire and retire
and we’ve returned to the city
our friends will attempt those acts
and the police will surely blame us
for the mental arson that follows,
leaving a telltale trail of ash.
— William Doreski
32

The One-Armed Couple
A homeless man
And a bellhop
For witnesses
The paperwork
Signed
The surgery
Administered
At city hall
By the mayor
They are melded
At the fingers
Of their only hands
His left
Her right
Not a decision is made
A dinner prepared
A door closed
A fly caught
Without each of them
Having had
A hand in the matter
It will be difficult
To reapply
The stitching
When it is torn apart
By a child
But they are in love
— Brian Le Lay
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Tomcat Noir
It’s 3 AM and where does a tom find a warm bowl of milk?
There’s Fluffy’s Place. The dame is gorgeous, silky and slim.
White as the snow after a fresh fall on a winter’s night but she’s dangerous. A tom would be wise to move on.
But I’m not a wise tom, so I saunter on over to Fluffy’s Place.
Fluffy’s Place is a long dark alley backing up to some of the finest
fish joints in town. The humans have supplied us with the tastiest
delicacies any cat can want. They are all gone for the night. Their
lights are all off, creating a sweet cat ambiance. I slink on over
to my usual spot next to the back door of the Chinese joint - Chang's.
The shrimp is driving my cat senses wild. My tail is to the wall
- always watchful.
A sleek black waitress saunters over to me, her tail flicking back
and forth, invitingly. I look her in the eye, her green eyes melting me but I can’t show it, I remain strong. “Milk, raw, not stirred.” I say,
keeping a coolness in my voice. She slinks off without even a purr.
A mangy alley cat slithers up to me. His one eye glares at me.
His tail pointing south, crooked from too many cat fights. His long ginger
coat matted. When was the last time he licked himself clean? I stare
him down - nobody has a lick of respect for a ginger tom.
“What are you doing here? This is my alley.” He says
growling a grumbly growl.
I growl back. My back arches. Hissing, with my hair rising, the coward
takes off towards the street. Yowling a cry, he turns the corner of the alley.
The waitress slinks back carrying a bowl of milk, warm and sweet.
The cream floating on the top invitingly. I eye the waitress as she
walks away with a walk that dances to a tune nobody hears but herself.
I watch her tail as she disappears into the dark of the alley.
Thinking warm thoughts about the waitress I start lapping the cream
from the top of the warm milk. Nobody serves a raw milk like Fluffy.
My eyes close as I take in the milky goodness - still aware with all
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my cat senses of the alley around me.
Someone walks up - quiet in the night. My eyes still closed, I pause
from lapping up the milk. “That can only be Fluffy.” I tell her in a quiet purr.
Fluffy waits for what seems an eternity, then in a voice that could melt
a thousand tomcats says “I saw you eying my waitress’ tail. I thought
we were exclusive.”
I grin. My eyes slowly opening as I stare into those eyes, one blue
and the other gold. Eyes that pierce into the soul of a tom. Eyes that
melt you into a puddle of warm milk. I hold myself firm. I stare back.
“She’s just a dame. I was just looking at her - approving of your
brains in choosing such a looker.” I wait, looking into that gold eye.
I know she doesn’t believe a word I say, but I can see a grin subtle
on her lips. She approves of my attempt at cleverness.
Fluffy turns and takes a few steps to the back of the alley - looking back
seductively.
I take a few steps, then pause, not knowing what to do I stop and lick
my paws. Fluffy turns again and giving a soft purr with that sensuous
walk of hers disappears into the back of the alley.
I stop licking and follow - a foolish tom heading headlong into danger.
— Thomas R Thomas
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“This is Just to Say…”
I have ran
The red light,
The one on
Madison Avenue.
I was really in a
Hurry
To get home.
Forgive me,
I was a little
Rushed
And going so fast.
— McKenzie Wagner
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Before Troy Donahue Became Famous We Lived in the Dirty Closets of
People Without Names
And like shit, man, we drifted from L.A. to Pasadena's
Pubic Hair Park where Troy would joke about
bears having a hiatal hernia, but he was too high
on 'Ol Beaver Butt and Walleye to appreciate the true
consequences of that statement, which was later
quoted falsely in biographies. Then, Troy shacked
up with a busty mama who claimed she could sniff
Vitalis and burnt sex off Rt. 66. I survived by selling
my body to ex-nuns who thought God didn't screw
this world down tight enough. It turned out that
Big Bitch was a man with anxiety issues over
varicose veins and Troy said he could never never
never look at a sunset from the same angle again.
I said Troy I'm really in the mood for some flapjacks
and bacon, well-done. Troy said he was so hungry too
since Mr. Busto Busty Bitch served nothing but left-over
waffles everyday. Troy stated flatly that he could
eat his own sandals. Under the Santa Monica sun,
Troy and I began to melt in our rubber skins.
— Kyle Hemmings
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Some Common Misperceptions about Troy Donahue's Early Career that
Needs Immediate Rectification
Life wasn't always easy for Troy Donahue
before he made it big in Surf-Your-Own-Turf or
Why-Must-My-Bird-That-Was-a-Phallic-Replacementfor-my-Effeminate-Dad-Die? kind of movies. Like there
was one time when Troy was kidnapped by
a man signing all his letters as Horned Goat and
claimed to authorities that he once had non-stop
sex with a Troglodyte woman who got off on pasteon mustaches. The police were completely baffled
but gave up after only a three day search because this one
bald headed dude said He's seen one of Troy's
pilot features financed by a Hawaiian mobster and
he said he wasn't like terribly impressed. I think
that guy should take his head out of his ass. So as
a loyal long surf friend of Troy, I organized
my own posse and named it The Bongos that Never Stop.
The Bongos were composed of Fred, a jazz drummer, Jaime,
a free-throw feces activist, Snooty, a French historian, and
Jo-Jo, a pervert who dressed in ballet clothes and once
worked undercover for the L.A. Drag Police. After
many restless and moonless nights, we located Troy
in a cabin that we believe Horned Goat mistook for
one of the last Northwestern outposts. We staked the
cabin and monitored Horned Goat's movements for days.
It was so totally real, maybe too real, so maybe like
metaphorical? It was all so intense and surreal. Snooty
spotted Troy tied to a chair, forced to perform
Unnatural sex acts that seemed to make Horned Goat giggle.
"That's it," I said, "I'm sick of the shit. Let's take the fucker."
We all charged the cabin and dove head first through the thin
windows that could not sustain our
crescendoing and fierce anger. Jo-Jo did a few Tae-Kwando
kicks to Horned Goat's mid-section and head, and Fred,
the most quiet of The Bongos, knocked Horned Goat unconscious with a frying pan (non-sticking). We surreptiously carried Troy back to civilization,
but not before he received 10 intensive weeks of
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psycho-sexual rehabilitation and ego enhancement. T
roy wrote about his experience in his semi-autobiographical book: The Cabin of Hell which was
later made into a movie directed by Sergio Leone's
first cousin. It was a real hard-on of a movie, a milestone
in moviemaking in my opinion. Horned Goat died under
suspicious circumstances. Sorry, dude. Don't buy it.
Somebody shot his ass real good and hung him by the
goat balls. Anyway, Troy told us later, that
he could never thank us enough, and we would always
be his main inspiration. He would always search
the "largest and most elusive wave," and we were
proud of him. Later, The Bongos disbanded but
not before we took the All-Night Bongo Pledge
using our fingers to make the "horn" sign-our motto--This world needs more touch.
As our wives slept with their backs to the
surf, we knew we'd always be there
for the other.
— Kyle Hemmings
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— Denny E. Marshall
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Real Eager Like That
So I’m sitting with my lawyer at the court proceedings. See, he’s this Jewish
guy, Hirschberg, but not Jewish like Hassidic. He made this clear when he put down
a fish and mayonnaise sandwich and a beer. Not kosher I guess. Plus there was the
joint we smoked after the first meeting. That was something else too.
He says to me, we can grab this guy by the balls. He says, shirt off his back
and watch from his wrist. I guess he means everything. I don’t know. I guess that’s
how Jewish guys talk. But we’re here, in the court and the guy I’m suing is across
from me.
He doesn’t look over to Hirschberg or the like. Face forward, like a marine
diver or a seaman. You would have thought he was on a spelunking mission with that
block hair cut and straight stare.
Hirschberg is in front of the court. He’s yelling nonsense to the judge. That
man was out for blood, he says. My client’s blood, he says. And I’m thinking
Hirschberg is a quack, right down to it. Hey, so I hired a quack. But I knew him in
college so I’m getting a low charge. An exchange of his services for me helping him
lose his virginity way back when. He wanted us to be square. He’s real eager like
that. We can mop him up, he said.
The marine diver broke into a sweat. Throw the book at him, Hirschberg says.
He’s stalking up and down the tile floor. He's waving his arms like a damn preacher. I
saw this program about preacher’s last night. It was a film my ex-wife left over.
Preachers—who needs them? Who needs ex-wives for that matter? Not me. Hischberg
though, he says there's money in ex-wives.
Now the judge is starting to get a glare. Like he’s heard enough of
Hirschberg’s yelling and carrying on. That’s enough Mr. Hirschberg, he says and
bangs his funny hammer on the desk. I’ll tell you when I’ve had enough, Hirschberg
says. I thought that was a line they used in bars after the cut-off, not courtrooms.
It’s a good one though. Hirschberg is first-rate at practiced lines.
Across from me, the marine diver gets his posture back. I see him nodding at
his lawyer and the lawyer nods at the judge. The three are in on something. I know
it. If that damn Hirschberg doesn’t shut the hell up with his idiotic language we’re
going to lose.
My client will never eat spam and cereal for breakfast again, he says. He’ll eat
a steak and potato with the money he gets, he says. By now the judge has this color
in his cheeks. It’s like the burning juniper tree my ex-wife and I saw camping one
time. We were on dope, but by God it looked as real as the stars.
Hirschberg grabs this dumb-looking security guard by the shoulder. Get the
police on the phone, the judge says. Next thing I know Hirschberg is on top of the
defendant stand. He’s shouting at the judge. You’ve got the brain of a rotting magpie, he says. The judge’s face is still burning and he might have a heart attack. He’s
waving his hammer at Hirschberg.
These two fat cops rush in the room and try to grab Hirschberg from the
stand. One sprays him with the mace. The other hits him in the right in the center
gut with his nightstick. Hirschberg falls to the floor with a sound. His face turns pur41

ple and his cheeks puff. He starts throwing up these brown noodles. Like handfuls of
noodle chow mein, just slopping out of his mouth. I guess that’s all he’s eaten. I
don’t know. Chinese food gives me stomach pain. I'll never eat it again now.
They drag him out of the place, arms and legs in the air. Now, I’m just sitting
there in the court and the room is warm. The marine diver looks over at me then
frowns. My ex-wife told me the lawsuit was a dumb idea. You can’t sue over a bad
flea dip, she said. We’ll take the dog’s somewhere else, she said. She isn’t here.
Neither is that dupe Hirschberg. So I’m in this room alone.
It’s warm. My legs are warm. My stomach is warm. The judge is staring at me,
with this gaze. Like someone told him a bad joke at his mother’s funeral. My face is
warm.
The marine diver and his attorney are whispering. They keep their hands over
their mouths as they look at me. I can’t tell what they’re saying. They might not be
whispering at all.
— M. Tesauro
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Java Gro
Lorraine has been a recycler ever since she can remember. Not only does she
recycle all her paper, plastic and glass, she recycles other people’s too. Lorraine
keeps empty paper bags in her trunk. She takes them to all functions, be it a card
game at someone’s house, a neighborhood watch meeting, an art gallery opening or
a friend’s birthday party. She scoops up all the plastic water bottles, soft drink
cans, scrap paper, newspapers, wrapping paper, anything that can be recycled.
At home Lorraine shreds most of her mail before recycling it. She rips the
mailing labels off magazines, shreds the labels and puts them, along with the magazines, in the recycling bin. Her friends kid her that if she could recycle her used dental floss she would. One of Lorraine’s most valued possessions is the composter in
her backyard. She loves making her own fertilizer. Her plants love it too. What her
plants like best though are the coffee grounds she sprinkles in the yard every morning. Lorraine’s neighbors and friends always compliment her on her plants and flowers. She knows her secret is coffee grounds, but she just says thanks and leaves it at
that. It doesn’t matter if the grounds are from the 99 Cents Store or the expensive
Costa Rican coffee she buys for special occasions.
One night, after having several friends over for a game of canasta, she is left
with half a pot of coffee. She’s just about to pour the coffee down the drain when
she has an epiphany. If her plants like coffee grounds, won’t they like coffee too?
Lorraine takes her big yellow flashlight out of the bottom kitchen drawer, grabs her
heavy sweatshirt and cof fee pot and hurries into her backyard. Carefully she pours
the coffee around her newly planted rose bushes.
The next day, after breakfast, Lorraine takes the grounds from her morning
pot of coffee and goes into the backyard to scatter them. She does a double take.
She stares at her new rose bushes in amazement. What had been small buds the day
before are now giant red roses. The only thing she did differently was to pour coffee
around the bushes. But how could coffee possibly produce blooming roses from buds
overnight? Lorraine is anxious to pour coffee on her pansies. The next morning, even
before getting dressed, she makes a pot of coffee. While the coffee brews, she
quickly throws on jeans and a sweatshirt. When the coffee is done, she takes the pot
and carefully pours it around the bed of pansies in her front yard.
The next morning, Lorraine rushes to her kitchen window. The pansies are in
full bloom, more flowers than she’s ever seen. Lorraine now makes two pots of coffee everyday, one for her and one for her plants. Her entire garden is awash in
blooms. Plants are flowering out of season, bursting with vibrant color.
Soon all Lorraine’s friends want to know her secret. She is frequently disturbed by neighbors knocking on her front door. She begins getting phone calls and
emails from people she doesn’t even know. Everyone wants to know the secret.
Lorraine is concerned that coffee might not work in other yards. That night, after
the house next-door goes dark, she grabs her flashlight, sweatshirt and coffee. She
quietly creeps next-door and pours the rich brew around three old rose bushes that
Lorraine has never seen bloom. The next morning Lorraine’s awakened by a knock on
her front door. Her next-door neighbor is standing there speechless, eyes as big as
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saucers. “Did you do something to my roses?” she asks breathlessly
People begin asking Lorraine if they can buy her fertilizer. “It’s not for sale,”
she says. “but I’ll gladly come fertilize your garden on a regular basis, for a monthly
fee.”
Lorraine begins making gallons of coffee. Her kitchen is full of pots, all of
them percolating. As her business grows, every room in her house, even the bathroom, is filled with brewing coffee. Lorraine no longer drinks any coffee. Every drop
means another happy customer, and every happy customer means more money.
She’s so busy brewing, driving around the city and fertilizing, she no longer has time
for anything else. She loses touch with her friends. She never goes to the movies.
She stops taking walks in the hills near her house.
Lorraine feels increasingly isolated and depressed. She’s too exhausted to
leave her house. Her next door neighbor Sara becomes curious and concerned. After
all, she‘s used to seeing Lorraine leave early every morning and not return until
nightfall. She calls Lorraine several times. No one ever answers or returns her calls.
Three days in a row Sara goes next-door and knocks on Lorraine’s door. On the
fourth day, when no one answers, she gets the key Lorraine gave her several years
ago and unlocks the back door. It feels like she has walked into a combination Starbucks/Coffee Bean/Seattle’s Best. The smell is overpowering. As she walks through
the house, calling Lorraine’s name, the smell becomes even more pungent. She can’t
help but notice multiple coffee pots in every room. Sara begins to fear that something must be seriously wrong with Lorraine. Has she had a nervous breakdown? Has
she been inducted into some caffeine cult? Is she a drug addict? Or more likely, from
the smell and look of things, Lorraine has a serious, possibly dangerous addiction to
caffeine.
As Sara walks down the long, dark hallway leading to Lorraine’s bedroom and
bathroom she becomes increasingly uneasy. The bedroom door is ajar. Sara peaks in.
The bed is made. Nothing seems out of the ordinary, other than the fact that, as in
all the other rooms, there are coffee pots on every surface. Sara knocks on the
closed bathroom door. No one answers. She turns the knob and slowly pushes open
the door. The tub is overflowing, coffee seeps over the edge. Arising out of the rich
brown liquid like strange fleshy plants extend Lorraine’s feet.
— Miriam Schneider
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*Scumbag, Scumbag & Scumbag
-1THE ACCIDENT
Accidents, accidents will happen.
—George Colman, The Elder, The Deuce is in Him. Act I.

I was just walking across the street after work one evening when it happened;
a car whipped right past me and clipped me hard on my left side. I fell to the ground
and was nearly unconscious, when two of my fellow workers helped me to regain my
feet. I drive a bus in the city of New York and even though I was groggy, I still clearly
remember the statements made by my brother’s in the transit union that bleary,
bleak dusky night—just before Christmas in 1999.It was my good friend Prometheus
‘Pro-Joe’ Johannsen, his eyes concentrating intently on the offending vehicle, who
nodded knowingly at me. "One-t’ree-t’ree-fo’ it was an Atee-Ate Chevy Jackie—it
looked to me like an Impala, light-blue or gray."
Just after Pro-Joe made this sagacious statement, my other brother in arms,
who was supporting me with both his hands, turned his gaze towards me swiftly and
with a shrewd smile, made an equally sagacious statement, when he hissed, "Jackie,
youse ah gonna need to go and see youse a lawyah!"
-2THE DECISION
Deliberate as often as you please but when you decide it is once for all.
—Publilius Syrus, Sententioe No. 132.

It was a week before I got out of the hospital and I had my left arm—which
had been broken—in a cast and about two-dozen stitches in my forehead.
As I sat in my house in Howard Beach, in the borough of Queens, my friend’s recent astute assertion: ‘Jackie, youse need to see a lawyah,’ came back to me and
reverberated inside my cranium, like a stack of silver dollars falling into my lap.
I spied the Yellow Pages and reached out and grabbed it, flipping it open to
the A’s, for attorney’s, then turned to the personal injury specialists, flipped a few
pages and an ad that covered an entire page quickly caught my eye. It advertised the
services of three brothers, Scumbag, Scumbag & Scumbag, and, as I further flipped
through the ensuing pages, I saw that there were advertisements for Scumbags everywhere. They were in every borough and every nook and cranny of every borough;
Scumbags appeared to be running rampant in the legal profession, in this city. I figured I might as well go with a large firm and the Scumbag brothers, with, actually
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several full-page ads, seemed as good as any. I grabbed the phone with my right
hand then quickly transferred it to my left, so I could dial with my good hand. A
whiny voice answered on the first ring, "Scumbag, Scumbag and Scumbag-ah, this is
Sylvia, how may I help youse, p1ee-eze?"
"Ah-er-um-nah, that is, I t’ink I need a lawyah."
Sylvia responded to my understatement with a slight chortle and hissed, "Well
sir, then youse called the right place, which Scumbag were youse wishing to speak
with then?" When I didn’t respond but hesitated and began to stutter, she quickly
barked, "Well sir, where did youse hear of our-wah firm?"
"Well that is, I mean I looked in the Yellow Pages," I said and got another short
chortle of laughter, or maybe even derision.
"There ah t’ree brothers sir, Slimy, Smiley and Shorty," she replied.
"Oh. I see. Well, any of them then—I guess—would be …"
She quickly cut me off with a ‘please hold,’ and elevator music suddenly reverberated into my ear. Within a few minutes, she came back on. "Sir, Smiley and
Shorty are engaged at this time but Slimy will talk wid youse very soon.
I squeaked out a quick ‘thankyou’ but she was already off the line and the elevator music came back on. Just when my ear was almost as numb as my left arm, as I
was switching the receiver to my other ear, a whining voice reverberated inside my
head. At first I thought it was a siren, an ambulance or fire engine, but then I realized it was the lawyer, who I learned had the whiniest voice in Manhattan, perhaps
even the world. "Ah, diz is dah Slime his-se'f, whom am I speakin’ wid ple-eeze?"
"Ah-na-er-um-ah, John McGuire, ah, sir," I said.
"Maw-gwi-yah huh, well, sir, what is it I can do for youse?"
I told Slimy Scumbag what had happened and he whined loudly enough to
puncture my eardrum and set my dog to howling for the duration of the conversation. I made an appointment to see him; it seemed the Scumbags had an especially
heavy schedule but Slimy Scumbag would, according to Slimy Scumbag, never desert
or abandon a client with such a grievous injury as had been done to me and he would
work me into his schedule the following week. I wrote the date on my cast and hung
up, then kicked my dog, an albino Pit-Bull, who was still howling, in his ribs, whereupon he proceeded to chew half the cast off my left arm.
-3THE SCUMBAGS
A man might as well open an oyster without a knife, as a lawyer’s mouth without a fee.
—Barton Holyday, Technogamia, ii, 5.
I know you lawyers can, with ease,
Twist words and meanings as you please.
—John Gay, Fables, Pt ii, No. 1.

I walked into the building, in downtown Manhattan, and it was hard not to be
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impressed. The Scumbag, Scumbag & Scumbag office encompassed the entire ninetyfirst floor, and it held as panoramic a view of the entire mass of wondrous city-life as
I have ever been witness to. Yes, it was all there, laid out for any and all to gaze upon, in all its glory and circumference. There were the crammed-together skyscrapers, and the polluted, smoggy airwaves veritably wafted past the office’s windows,
while all you had to do was turn your eyes downward to see the multi-congested city
-streets, where the traffic appeared to be engaged in a mindless, senseless game of
bumper cars, even while a gaggle of pedestrians pushed and shoved their way forward and, as anyone could plainly see, were still able to travel at an equal if not
faster pace than the bumper-to-bumper auto’s, trucks and buses, not to mention an
occasional motorized scooter or cycle that jumped over and onto the sidewalks, even
as helmeted New York City policemen and transit cops chased after them, screaming
jeeringly at their backsides, all the while holding that transfixed grin of all loyal public servants who drew their pay from the city’s coffers while engaging in a daily exercise routine that pumped their lower extremities to the max, while they effortlessly
passed by numerous robberies, muggings and assaults, assuring themselves of a path
to better health and a longer life-expectancy. When I mentioned this view to the
secretary, she quickly informed me that the structure also accorded such an envelopment of the city that you could—from time to time—view several muggings in progress in Central Park and the surrounding regional area. When I mentioned to her
that the Scumbags might be able to drum up some business there, she informed me
that they already employed several street-sweepers, who made daily and nightly
sweeps of the area, for any and all bodies that might, perchance, still be breathing.
She told me that they used only the newest, state of the art, city equipment and city
employees on the job, even as they freelanced for the Scumbag’s for happy meals
and free legal advice. She also mentioned that the Scumbags employed innumerable
professional eye-witnesses who would, for one or more Ben Franklin’s, testify, to
whatever, whenever and wherever called upon. She was not the person I had talked
to on the phone, her name was Celestine, and she made it quite clear to me that I
was approximately five minutes and thirteen seconds late for my appointment with
Slimy—to which I displayed my left arm, now encased in a new cast. "Oh, sorry, ah-er
-um, had ah get a new cast on my arm, heh-heh, hah."
She cast a disheartening sneer my way and I collapsed into a leather armchair,
where I noticed about a dozen Hustler Magazines, lying on the cushions. I grabbed
one and the centerfold immediately popped open, revealing a naked woman in a
pose only Hustler could conceive. The model looked eerily familiar and I stared over
at Celestine, the secretary, and realized it was either her or she had a twin sister.
The Hustler models pose left nothing to the imagination and when I turned the
page—lo and behold—what did I see but a full-page ad, advertising the legal services
of none other than the Scumbag Brothers of Manhattan, New York.
I glanced at my watch and saw I had been sitting in the waiting room for over
an hour but when I looked up to complain, the secretary, slash, Hustler model, Celestine, was nowhere to be found. I heard footsteps and a slight man in a pair of blue
jeans, coke-bottle glasses, and a soiled tee-shirt came walking out. Could this be one
of the Scumbag brothers, I idly speculated, but then another man appeared, in typical lawyerly garb, a black, pin-striped, silk suit, tasseled loafers, and a silk tie with
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the impression of Mickey Mouse and his trusty dog Pluto in its center.
He wore a red long-sleeved shirt, sporting glistening cuff-links, a stick-pin in
the middle of a Mickey Mouse tie, with a diamond in its center, a Dick Nixon facial
expression, with the trademark facsimile of a smile illuminating every dittle in his
mouth. The client stopped for a moment. "But Mister Scumbag, they said it could be
deemed an act of God."
The lawyer, who turned out to be Slimy Scumbag, hissed, "God, God, you say?
Fine, fine, we’ll sue Him too." As the client exited the office,
Slimy Scumbag nodded at me. "Are you McGuire?"
I stood up and stammered that I was and we shook hands. His hand was so slimy
it felt as if a snail had crawled into my palm. He told me his name was Slimy Scumbag but his friends all called him The Slime and what did my friends all call me? I
told him Jackie and he wrapped his arm over my shoulder and hissed, "Well, come on
back Jackie; 'id youse know I used to drive a bus before I 'as a lawyah?"
He steered me into a large, ornate office, where he introduced his two brothers, Smiley, whose office we were now in, and Shorty. Smiley’s hand was doughy,
like putty, and Shorty’s was so small that he actually only shook my middle finger He
was sitting in a high-chair and I figured the little shyster to be no more than about
three and a half feet tall but I, as a great many others before me, had shorted him,
for Shorty Scumbag was a full four feet in height, forty-eight and one-quarter inches
from stem to stern. After I and Slimy, who I had spoken to for but a brief few
minutes on the phone, filled Shorty and Smiley in on my, sad, hapless tale, Shorty,
who despite his diminutive stature, was the real power-broker of the trio, informed
me that they would get right on the case and that I would be paid quickly and handsomely, as he intended to immediately expedite the matter. He nodded at his two
brothers, excused himself, and left the room, just as Smiley shoved a pen towards
me and told me that they would need my signature on their standard contract. It was
a much longer contract, however, than I could have imagined for I had thought that
Smiley had set it down on top of a book, when, in fact, the contract itself was the
book, all two hundred pages of it. I looked at Smiley’s perennial Smiley-face and
signed it, then shook both their pasty paws.
-4THE CONTRACT
It is a true saying that one falsehood leads easily to another.
—Cicero, De Oratore. Bk. I, sec. 33.

As it turned out I hadn’t been on the job when the accident occurred so I
couldn’t draw a worker’s compensation check and when I tried to call the Scumbag’s
they were always out and never returned any of my calls; so I returned to work, after barely two weeks at home. I worked in the dispatcher’s office for a month, until
after my cast came off, then returned to my usual route, it wasn’t until nearly six
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months later that I finally heard from the Scumbag’s, when Celestine, the Hustler
model, slash, secretary, summoned me to their office.
Apparently, the guy who had hit me had been driving a stolen car, one that he
had also been using as a gypsy taxicab and the car had also been involved in an
armed hold-up. They had found the car, a 1988 Chevy Caprice, in a section of the
South Bronx that even the cops didn’t venture into without armed backup. The registered owner was the proprietor of a pawnshop in Albany and had reported the car
stolen a week before my accident. The Scumbags had sued everybody they legally
could, and a few they couldn’t, and had finally determined that the source where
the money would have to ultimately come from was my own no-fault insurance policy.
Once again, they ensconced me inside Smiley’s office and informed me that
they had settled the case. When I asked them how much and they told me that it
was for thirty-three large, I was shocked because I hadn’t been prepared for that
much money. I guess my face must have mirrored my feelings, as Smiley beamed his
usual happy-face and informed me that only he and his brothers could have brought
this case to the successful conclusion that they had, with their fine-tuned legal maneuvering’s and close contacts on the bench. Shorty and Slimy both beamed smile’s
almost the equal of their brother Smiley’s but then they all scowled, after Smiley
handed me a check, and I yelped, "Uh-yay—hey wait—waaaaaaait jus’ a freakin’ minute here. Youse settled it for t’irty t’ree t’ousan’ simoleans and I’m supposed to
get sixty percent of that? It’s in the contract?"
Shorty quickly and lithely jumped down, out of his highchair, and waddled towards me menacingly. He sneered and quickly showed me that shorting clients was
right up his alley, indeed, it was his specialty. "Daaa-at was on page one pally; page
t’irty-one, paragraph six, subparagraph E countermands that and if that ain’t
enough, go to one forty, paragraph one, subclause F."
I was just about to say something when Slimy chortled, "Shorty’s right of
course and if that ain’t enough for youse, youse can go to page eighty, paragraph
twenty-two, subsection A—heh-heh, I wrote that one myself."
After they had all weighed in on the matter of the contract, I stared at the
check in my hand, thirty-six-hundred and fifty dollars, and had to give them a piece
of my mind. "Bu' ... but this ain’t right, it ain’t right—youse, youse guys can’t do
this?"
They all just mimicked Smiley’s beaming countenance, as he handed me a
card. "Take ah card Jackie; call when youse need a Scumbag again."
But I wasn’t about to be put off that easily and I scowled and growled at them
all. "Hey, hey wait a minute. I’m from Howard Beach man and, and I got friends
man; youse know who lives there man? The Godfather, and I know the dude, better
believe it too man."
I stared at them and tried to smile but they all erupted at once and I was
whisked out of their office, as Slimy barked, "Youse t’ink youse can scare a Scumbag
Jackie my boy, well, lemme tell youse how big the Scumbags are in 'is city? Whoever
youse know, we know one bettah, for every wise-guy youse know I know a Dick 'at 'id
plug ‘em in a New York minute for enough ah the long green that we spread around.
Jackie, the Scumbag’s in 'is city got juice you ain’t even nevah hoid of, okay? Youse
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might know a wise-guy ah two but the Scumbag’s, hah, we know the guy dat shuts
him down or puts a bullet in his head, if youse get my drift. Why, we got connections
goes to the power bases in every facet ah this government and national government
too. My bruddah Shorty knows the president poy-sun lee Jackie, so take youse check
my boy and be t’ankful youse hadda Scumbag representin’ youse."
EPILOGUE
LAST CHANCE
To go into the water and grasp the foam.
—Unknown. A Chinese proverb.

I have to admit that I slunk out of their office that day, but I was determined
to get payback. Before I cashed the check, I called my cousin Vito; he knew everybody. "Yeah, Jack-oh," he said, after I told him my tragic tale of woe, "youse only
chance is to sue those chumps, freakin’ lawyahs. Shee-it, I know the best lawyah in
ah city too man. Represents my union; woikin’ people, youse know Jackie? A woman,
though?"
I smiled benignly. I was beyond that. "Man Vito, I don’t care. Hell wid that
man, I need some payback. What’s her name?"
"Serena, my man, Serena Scumbag," he said and I practically fainted.
I cashed the check the next day. I bought a used Chevy. Got a great deal too—
bought it from a pawnshop owner, upstate.
— Keith G. Laufenberg
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Emerson and I Visit the Petting Zoo
I won a chance to meet a famous person through one of those contests you see
advertised through Lunchables snack-packs. I received the letter from the company
and they informed me that I could spend a Saturday with anyone I wanted, so I chose
Ralph Waldo Emerson. He seemed like a nice enough man, and I respected his poetry. He telephoned me on a Friday night asking me where I wanted to go. We decided
we should go to the petting zoo down the street from my house. He told me he liked
sleeping in, and that we should meet at around one o’clock. I found this to be acceptable, so we said our goodbyes and hung up.
The next day we met out front of the petting zoo. It was a temperate summer
day, and I was dressed casually in a pair of cargo shorts and my university sweatshirt.
After waiting for a couple of minutes, Emerson strolled up, wearing a pair of black
trousers, a long, white button-up shirt, and a stiff black vest. His strange bow-tie
was fastened loosely about his neck, and he carried his blazer over his shoulder. Just
like the pictures, his hair was strangely unkempt, but in a good way. We shook
hands, exchanged smiles, and proceeded into the petting zoo.
Immediately, Emerson dove into a rambling about nature. I rolled my eyes
slightly, and nodded my head at him. I had read his essays and poetry in my freshman English class, and knew the essence of what he was talking about, but much like
the way one treats an excited child, I let him talk and talk and talk. Without picking
up a map, he started walking over to see the pigs. He apparently had a thing for
pigs.
An enormous pig slept belly-up facing the sun. I noted that he was covered in
feces and mud, and he seemed to bake like a grotesque honey-baked-ham in the Augustan sun. I figured he hadn’t moved from his slumber in hours. The pig simply laid
in his own filth and was perfectly content. It was hard to tell what color the pig was
due to the caked dirt and liquid shit, but I think he was some sort of black and white
spotted hog.
“Behold this elegant creature!” Emerson shouted. He fell to his knees and embraced the pig, splashing his finely pressed suit with the vile concoction that coated
the ground. Rocking the pig like a baby, he looked up to me and said, “Don’t you realize how much we can learn from this noble swine? I believe Orwell liked pigs a lot
too, and look at how highly he is regarded! Indeed, there is beauty to be seen in this
little ball of love…”
Emerson trailed off a bit and stood up abruptly. I was a little bewildered by
the spectacle, but shrugged it off. He wiped the dirt and sludge from his suit and
pressed onto the next exhibit. I wanted to get to know him, so I began asking him
“ice-breaker” types of questions. The first thing I realized about Emerson was although he was brilliant, he was rather aloof. The only question he answered directly
was that his favorite ice-cream flavor was Vanilla. He also off-handedly informed me
that Whitman’s favorite was Neapolitan.
We quickly arrived at the goat exhibit, and at first, there were no goats in
sight. Emerson remarked what a strange sight it was, but he assured me he had an
idea. From his pocket he produced a piece of crumpled paper which had a poem
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scribbled on it, and with one last look, threw it on the ground and exclaimed, “now
return from whence you came, oh spirit of the tree.”
Immediately, a small group of goats tumbled out of the makeshift goat-house.
They stampeded to the place where Emerson had thrown down his piece of paper.
Bits of the paper flew into the air like confetti, and even when every last had been
eaten, the goats were left unsatisfied. They were insatiably hungry. One of the
smaller goats let out a guttural sound and started running around the field looking
for food. The other goats followed suit, and soon they took to eating bits of trash,
pieces of rubber, wrappers from half-eaten food containers, shoelaces, coke cans,
fecal matter, grass, weeds, tree roots, band-aids, toilet paper, admission tickets,
and anything else they could sink their teeth into.
“Behold their industrious nature!” Emerson ejaculated. “Who would have
thought to eat everyone else’s refuse? If only Americans were so free from their limiting thoughts. I must write about this when I return home.” Soon thereafter, Emerson proceeded to the next stage of our excursion, imploring me to keep up with him.
He recalled a time where he once saw a burlesque show in Concord. He also told me
that Thoreau, although one of his most beloved colleagues, was afraid of heights of
all things, and that Margaret Fuller was a whore.
We approached the monkey hut where a group of monkeys, Emerson thought
they were some sort of macaque, were fighting over a basket of bananas. The alpha
monkey horded the bananas, keeping them close to his chest, and fought off an enclosing circle of smaller, weaker monkeys. He grabbed one of the approaching runts
by the neck and repeatedly beat him over the head with a club he fashioned out of a
small branch as if to say, “don’t touch my god damn banana, runt!”
Again, Emerson stood and watched the events unfold. A slight smirk crossed
his face and he began cackling goofily. “My dear boy, look and learn from this mighty
monkey. He holds all the wealth in the universe, and his colleagues are jealous of
him. It’s preposterous they would feel that way, but I suppose this is how we allow
society to function. The hard working, best-of-the-best creatures attain wealth, and
they are ridiculed for it. Bravo, mighty macaque, Bravo! Keep your head up high!”
After a couple minutes of examining the nature of these primates, Emerson
beckoned me to follow him to the next section of the petting zoo. At my request, we
headed towards the barn where the horses were being kept. I asked Emerson if his
favorite poet was Wordsworth. He responded with a look that resembled the type of
look one would expect Rush Limbaugh to give to an interviewer who asked if his favorite president was Jimmy Carter.
Stamping and neighing sounded from the barn as we cautiously approached.
We carefully concealed ourselves behind the edge of the open door and proceeded
to peek around the corner. An enormous Clydesdale mounted an elegant mare and
began his business. In the fashion of a typical summer-stallion, the randy beast repeated his sexual advances upon the rest of the females, and in a matter of minutes
had successfully spread his seed amongst the entirety of the stable. Tired from his
triumphant conquest, the erotic beast flopped down on-all fours and closed his eyes.
“Now this is a treat,” Emerson began, “this is a rare opportunity to see virility
at its finest. This noble steed is maintaining his species, and again, his skillful
demonstration of industry is something to be admired. Simply breath-taking.”
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It was becoming clear to me that the esteemed Poet saw the lighter side of
everything, and that nature was indeed the standard for which life should derive itself from. We strolled briskly in the mid-day sun and talked about which alcohol we
liked best. I myself claimed whiskey was the best, but he had an immense passion for
box wine. Cheap and to the point. It was then that he snuck a sip from a chrome Die
Hard flask.
The camels were next, and I spotted a small child poking one with a stick. Emerson held me back and told me not to disturb the universe. I chuckled to myself and
anticipated the child’s next move. He continued prodding the camel in the butt, and
it turned around slowly, fixating its gaze upon the boy. Like most children, the boy
was oblivious to the camel’s rising agitation, and he continued laughing gleefully
while the camel began to purse its lips. Emerson exposed his teeth in a ravenous
gaze as he waited for the climax of the interaction between beast and man. Without
warning, the camel let loose a strange sound and spat a large mucous filled ball of
saliva into the boy’s eye. It proceeded to jump up on its hind legs and bashed its
neck against the corral’s entrapments in attempts to break free and trample the
boy.
“The boy learned a valuable lesson that time. It’s in human nature, and the
nature of all things, to defend our individuality. We must remain true to ourselves
and let no man transgress against us.” Emerson shot his nose skyward and tugged his
jacket down in admiration for the creature. With that, he left the corral and ventured off to the next animal’s section.
I suggested chasing chickens, only half-seriously, just to see his reaction. Emerson frowned at me and said, “Why on Earth would you settle for a lowly chicken
when you can observe the beauty of the peacock?” This agitated me a bit; not because he suggested the differentiation of rank between fowl, but that he said “pehcock” instead of “pee-cock”. Things like that annoy me, but I let it go simply because it was, after all, Emerson.
The unforgettable sound of a male peacock greeted us as if to say “hello”, or
maybe it was “get out”. I couldn’t be too sure. At that point I wasn’t a very effective interpreter of peacock “coos”. The dance of a peacock is a beautiful thing, but
it sort of loses its beauty when two try to dance together. The first peacock, painted
in beautiful cyan and viridian, displayed its vibrant plumes and scuttled about. A second, less vibrant, peacock made its way into our field of vision and danced for us.
Due to its lack of color, it obviously provided for a less entertaining show, and I
found myself staring intently at the alpha.
Suddenly, the second peacock lost its marbles, and began pecking incessantly
at its pretty competitor’s neck. A viewer kicked the gaudy peacock off of the star of
the show, and, defeated, it scampered back behind a large bush. Its little black bill
poked out of the bushes, signaling to the crowd that he was still watching, and perhaps, formulating a way to exact his revenge.
To no surprise, Emerson had commentary on this situation. “You know,” said
the Poet, “nature just ran its course in this microcosm of an event. Yes, survival of
the fittest just unfolded before our very eyes. You have witnessed something
astounding, something that truly mirrors American culture, my friend.”
It was slowly becoming dark, and we decided to seek out one more animal. I
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suggested the rabbit, but Emerson said rabbits were just trouble, and instructed me
to recall how Lenny felt about rabbits. I lowered my eyes, realizing he was right, and
asked him what we should see. He claimed the parrot would be the best way to end
our adventure, and that we should teach it to say “nevermore”.
By the time we made it to the birdcage, there were no more tourists making
their way through the petting zoo; it was just the two of us. A single parrot sat quietly on his perch and stared at us creepily.
“Salutations, my feathered friend, how are you doing?”
“Rawt! Ensenale al pajaro a dicir pinche!”
“I’m sorry, sir, but I don’t follow.”
“Polly want a cracker!”
Emerson stood befuddled before the bird. He scratched his head and approached the bird from a different angle. “Do you speak English, sir?”
“Why yes, yes I do, actually. The whole thing was simply in jest. I am certainly well, thank you for asking. Do you know what I am?”
“I assume some sort of tropical parrot, but I could be mistaken.” Emerson
took out a pack of Menthol American Spirit cigarettes and began smoking.
“Indeed, I am a parrot. I am king of the fowl due to my capabilities of speech.
Although most think parrots simply repeat what has been said, I believe I contain the
capability to formulate my own thoughts. The process is a bit complex, and I’m not
sure you contain the language to keep up with my neurological dissection of what
constitutes speech, but I assure you, I’m certainly the single most important bird in
existence. I am something along the lines of the paradoxical missing link your people
seem to fall into frenzy over.”
Emerson stared blankly at the animal, totally perplexed. “Can you say
“nevermore”?”
With that, being said, the bird flew off into the setting sun, and said nothing
more to the two of us. We stood still in the dimming twilight for a while, and wondered what had just happened. Who knows?
The two of us walked slowly towards the exit of the petting zoo. We silently
contemplated the day and all of its lessons. I felt like I knew more about Emerson
than most people, and through observing the animals in the petting zoo found out a
little more about the nature of humans. I guess the transcendentalists are right when
they say anything that can be learned about humanity can be learned through nature.
— Jack Foster
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Prince Toto, Despot of the Ant Nation
You’re on your motorcycle on a freeway overpass that crosses the L.A. River
when you get sick of the guy ahead of you in the blue Hyundai with the big dent
that’s smashed in his right rear tail light, the guy who’s going 50 miles an hour in a
65 zone, and though you know you’re not supposed to, you pass him on his right. It’s
a stupid move, but one you’ve made safely 10,000 times (always swearing about people who drive slowly in the left lane) except this time, this one time, he moves right
with you, no signal (how could he, the tail light’s been bashed in), and no easing
over, just a quick swerve into your lane made before you can react, before you can
break, before you can swerve. He comes into your lane and knocks into the side of
your motorcycle, just a tap, but it’s enough, and before you know it, you find yourself separated from your bike, separated from the bridge that’s curving, sailing now
out over the side with only the mostly empty L.A. River, empty except for that blue
deep part that runs right down the middle of it, out into what (you have to admit to
yourself) is probably the last few moments of your life, and you look back at the
driver who’s looking back at you and who is rolling his eyes as if to say that anyone
who tries to pass on the right in LA traffic deserves what he gets.
Also, the driver in the blue Hyundai has a pencil moustache.
He might be French.
It is at this moment that your brain takes over, and you flash through your life
stopping for some unknown reason at a moment during that year when you tutored
at that English as a Second Language school, and you worked closely with that older
guy from Vietnam, who you kind of hated in secret, but you couldn’t say anything
because he’d been through so much. He’d lived through the reeducation camps, had
been tortured, had survived, and had taken a boat across the Pacific for a new life
and amnesty. He’d been through all that so you couldn’t say anything, but he always
sneered at you, and one day he told you that there was no way you could have ever
lived through the prison camps, that you were weak, and the guards would have recognized your weakness, and they would have shot you on the first day because you
weren’t going to survive anyway, but you could at least be useful to them as an example. You told the old Vietnamese man that you really just wanted to get through
the lesson on how to conjugate the verb “to spank,” and he sneered and went back
to telling you how pathetic you were.
It was at this moment that you happened to notice a dead cricket on the
ground surrounded by ants, and you retreated into a daydream. You had dreamed
that the cricket was named Prince Toto, that he had been an average sort of cricket
until he realized that he would only be a regular cricket among other crickets, but
he could easily enough enslave an ant population, who were (let’s face it) willing to
be workers already. Prince Toto set up shop outside the local ant colony, making all
the ants praise him for his handsomeness, taking young ant virgins for his concubines, making ants fight to the death with broken bottle shards. As the old Vietnamese guy berated you, you descended deeper and deeper into the daydream until you
hated Prince Toto, hated him body and soul. You hated his stupid cricket sneer, and
the way he smelled after he had defiled a new virgin ant. You hated everything
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about him, and you hated him when you went home that night and just tried to have
a nice meatloaf in peace, but it was hard to eat well with all that hate, and the
world full of unjust crickets, and you kind of hated that old Vietnamese guy for making you dream of Prince Toto.
And it occurs to you, sailing over the L.A. River, that there is a good chance
that all that time you spent hating Prince Toto was wasted time. It occurs to you
that Prince Toto, being a figment of your imagination, probably never lost any sleep
because of your hatred, and any anxiety you had was all yours, you wasted the whole
evening and a perfectly good meatloaf, and that your life would have been a lot easier and a lot better if you had just loved him. Maybe your love for him could have
transformed him. Sure, he had an ant fetish, but maybe he would have settled down
with a nice ant woman instead of raping all those poor ant girls. Your love could
have changed him, could have made him better.
And it occurs to you that maybe you should have loved that old Vietnamese
guy. The truth was that he was never going to get the verb forms down, and unless
he had his own fetish he wouldn’t really need to conjugate the verb “to spank,” and
the best thing for him was just to speak to someone in English, which is what he was
doing. He was a bore, but he’d kind of earned it after all.
And it occurs to you right now, sailing through the air in your last moment,
that you should have been loving a lot of people, that love is a skill that must be
practiced like any skill until you have it down just right, that loving people is a fulltime occupation, and you cannot just love your family, and the people who do nice
things to you but everyone, even the French pencil-mustachioed man in the blue
Hyundai who has begun to shake his head in disgust. Even him you have to love.
And it occurs to you that this is a pretty big revelation. This is your moment,
and it would be kind of sad if it all ends, you dead on the concrete side of the L.A.
River, next to your motorcycle. There’s only one chance that you can see, and you
hope that the French pencil-mustachioed man tapped you just right, and that you
were going at just the right speed, and that everything is working out just perfectly
so that you will land in the water in the deep middle part of the L.A. River.
You hope that you live long enough to bring this message of love to all of L.A.,
and that you begin to love all people – especially French pencil-mustachioed maniac
drivers, especially angry old abusive Vietnamese men, especially Prince Toto, despot
of the ant nation.
— John Brantingham
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Arm Hair
Hasmig is the fattest girl in class and has hairy arms. The hair is so long that
she has to palm it over so that they all face the same direction. She would not have
to do this if her hair color was lighter, but she has the standard Armenian hair, the
kind that’s thick, black, and falls straight down like a waterfall.
The girls in class make fun of her. They tell her she should braid her arm hair
so that she doesn’t distract the class by continually rubbing her arms. They tell her
they will get her ribbons for the braids, but that there are not enough ribbons in the
world for the hair on her arms. They buy her a brush and leave it on her desk with a
note that reads, “For your arms.”
I do not join in because I have long arm hair too. Not long like Hasmig’s, but
long enough that if the boys in class found out, they would start calling me Chewbacca too.
I am smarter about it.
I wear long sleeves to hide my arms, even on the hot days, which in Burbank is
half the year. My teachers ask me about it, one even asks me to pull up my sleeves
and show her my wrists. I do it reluctantly, because I feel exposed without my
sleeves, but she is satisfied by what she sees and lets me pull them back down.
“I get cold,” I tell them and they must believe me because they say, “Fine.
As long as the shirt is white and you wear it under your uniform.”
The bottoms of the sleeves always get holes in them from when I stretch them
down over my knuckles. When this happens, my father goes to one of the stores on
Hollywood Boulevard where they sell five shirts for ten dollars. The shirts are always
scratchy and have high necklines, but they are long and thick enough to cover my
arms.
My aunts call my father an enabler. They say that a young girl should not be
afraid of showing skin. They tell him that when my mother was younger, all she
would wear t-shirts and tank tops and that if she were still here she would burn all of
my long sleeves and get me proper clothes.
“She’s not Muslim, for Christ’s sake,” they say.
My father tells them that not all Muslims cover themselves, that my aunts
should really try to educate themselves. From there they start to talk about the politics of the Middle East and they forget all about me and my sleeves.
One day, my father drops me off at Hasmig’s house for the afternoon. He has
things to do, he tells me, and he trusts Hasmig’s mother. She was friends with my
mother when they were little and that’s enough to make my father trust her more
than my aunts. I think that’s why he doesn’t mind being around her as much as he
does other people. I have even seen him laugh around her, though he does it reluctantly, holding the laugh in until it pushes past the corners of his mouth. He doesn’t
care that Hasmig and I aren’t friends and I don’t dare tell him what her brother,
Sevag, did to me. How he held a lit cigarette against the end of my ponytail and
watched a good chunk of my hair burn like a rattling fuse, until he put it out with
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the pads of his fingers.
Hasmig’s house is big. There is a rug that stretches out the entire length of
the living room and dining room. The pattern is so intricate that it hurts my eyes
and I have to look away. Hasmig’s mother has set out a plate of pita chips and hummus and I am just about to reach out and take some before Hasmig bursts into the
living room and drags me to her room. As soon as she closes the door, she sets me
down on the floor and pulls something out from beneath her bed.
It is a razor. One of the cheap ones that come in a ten-pack. It’s Bic, the
same brand my mother used to use, except this one is blue.
“It’s my brother’s,” she says. Her voice is eager and she is holding the razor
up like it’s a relic. “He said he’d teach us how to use it.”
Hasmig and I are not close.
The only time we talk is at recess when she has Pringles and I have a Little
Debbie brownie and we want to trade. I have not told her about my arm hair. For
the first time, I wonder if my “I get cold” excuse is not believable.
“You roll your sleeves up when you wash your hands,” she says, as if she can
read my mind.
I panic and wonder if anyone else has noticed. If I spent the last two years
wearing long sleeves for nothing while everyone made fun of me for it.
“I only noticed because I was looking for it,” she says, and I’m surprised at
how she can read me like that.
I don’t want to shave my arms. I’m okay with my sleeves. They work for me.
They’re my thing now. I am the girl in class who wears layers.
But I can’t help thinking of those hot days towards the beginning of summer
when we’re forced to play tetherball in the school’s parking lot and maybe having
the option to wear a t-shirt would be a good thing.
My doubt must be showing because Hasmig lets out a triumphant “yes” and,
with one hand clenched around the razor and another around me, she pulls me out
of her room and into the adjoining bathroom. The bathroom has two sinks in it and
there is another door on the opposite end. It’s one of those joint bathrooms you see
in hotels. It also has Hasmig’s brother in it.
He is leaning against the onyx vanity as if it’s the coolest place in the world to
be, as if he is not spending his weekend afternoon with two fourteen year-old girls,
and I can’t help but hate him a little for the ease with which he is just able to be.
He has stopped putting gel in his hair. He used to style it upwards, in haphazard spikes, but now it hangs loosely around his temples. It must be the new school
he is going to. They are far more strict than our school is. Hasmig will probably go
there after we graduate this year. I don’t know where I will be going; my father is
still “crunching the numbers.”
“Skins,” Sevag says when he sees me.
I look up at him, I have to, he is two feet taller than me, and he says, “For all
the layers you wear. They’re like layers of skin.”
There is a towel and a bottle of shaving cream on the sink. They sit there in a
very matter of fact way.
“Who’s first,” Sevag asks. He twirls the razor between his fingers and in his
hand the cheap plastic looks far more threatening than it should.
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Hasmig is leaning against the door that leads to her room, not looking like she
is going to move any time soon. I realize that this is the real reason she has chosen
to do this now. Not because she wants to share this experience, but because she
wants someone else to go first.
I go to her and whisper, “I don’t want your brother shaving my arms. I don’t
even want him to know I have hair on my arms.”
“He knows you have hair on your arms,” she says, not even trying to fake
whisper. “And he knows you have hair in other places too.”
I hear Sevag chuckle behind me and I feel my face heat.
“Fine,” I say. I take off my knitted sweater with more gusto than necessary
and end up getting my arms tangled in the sleeves. Sevag has to help me out of the
sweater and I pointedly look everywhere, at the tube of toothpaste on the vanity, at
the cabinets’ glass knobs, everywhere that is not his face.
I am wearing a t-shirt beneath the sweater. It’s black with the large, orange
logo of Nickelodeon at its center. My mother bought it for me when we went to Universal Studios.
“Nice shirt,” he says in an offhanded way that almost makes my heart stop.
He runs the tap for awhile until the water heats up.
I roll up the sleeves of my shirt and offer him my left arm.
He grabs the can of shaving cream, it’s a guys brand with the words “extreme
moisture” printed in neon green on its side, and pours a generous amount of cream
into the palm of his hand.
Sevag holds me at the wrist and applies the cream across the length of my
arm. It tickles and feels cold, but it’s not unpleasant. This is the first time that a
boy who is not my family member or doctor is touching me.
He holds the razor in his other hand and runs it over my arm.
“The trick is to run the blade in the opposite direction of the hair growth,”
he says.
I distantly wonder if this is a new razor or if it’s his regular one. The one he
uses to shave the stubble on his chin and jaw and the hair that grows just above his
lips. The thought makes my arm twitch and Sevag gives me a warning look and tightens his hold on my wrist.
Each stroke of the blade leaves a smooth patch of skin in its wake and I marvel at how simple it is. I am very aware of how close I am to Sevag. The side of my
hip digs into the sink counter, but I don’t dare move. I’m afraid of stirring the air.
Of doing anything that brings me anymore notice. I don’t want to breath any louder
than I already am.
He continues to drag the razor up my arm, near my shoulder, until most of the
hair is gone. There are small patches of cream left and Sevag glides the razor over
them in sharp, efficient strokes. He has that unblinking look in his eye, the same he
had when he burned off my hair with his Camel Light.
Sevag is about to start on my other arm when there’s a knock at the door
Hasmig is leaning against.
It’s my father. He calls my name and tells me to come out for a second. I am
surprised to hear his voice and the panic behind it. He was supposed to leave after
he dropped me off.
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I tell him to hold on, to give me a moment, but he is insistent. “We need to
go right now,” he says and tries to turn the door’s handle.
It’s locked, but Sevag wastes no time fleeing the bathroom, even though he
has a handful of fresh shaving cream in his palm. He quietly shuts his door behind
him and leaves us with the evidence and me with one shaved arm.
I wipe off the extra cream with a towel and pull my sweater back on.
Hasmig opens the door and the first thing I notice is how flustered my father
is. His cheeks are red and his face has a bright sheen to it. He is also breathing
heavily, heaving out harsh huffs of air through his nose.
“Something’s come up,” he says, his eyes quickly scanning every corner of the
bathroom. “We need to leave.”
“What were you two doing in here?” asks Hasmig’s mother. She too, looks
flushed, but is doing a better job of hiding it. She is blotting her face with a tissue
and sliding her foot in and out of her leather flat.
“Nothing,” says Hasmig. “Just trying out new hairstyles.”
Her mother seems to believe her, but my father’s eyes shoot straight towards
the can of shaving cream. He grabs me by the wrist and pulls up the sleeve of my
sweater.
I should have been more careful. This has come up before. When I wanted to
shave my legs he told me how pointless it was since I had to wear tights to school anyway. When I unpacked my mother’s makeup bag and took out her blush, sweeping
the fuchsia powder across my cheeks, he snatched the brush out of my hand and hid
the rest of the makeup.
“You are too young for this!” he had yelled.
The air is still heavy with the scent of shaving cream and I realize that this is
probably what gave us away. My father grabs me at the wrist, the same place Sevag
was holding me just a minute ago, and he pulls me out of the bathroom.
“We’re leaving,” he says and it’s the first time we leave someone’s house
without saying goodbye.
In the car, it is quiet until my father asks if I want tacos. He can’t stay mad
at me. He can’t afford to. He doesn’t have anyone else. I smile up at him, pretending that everything is okay and say “sure.” When he pulls up to the Jack-in-theBox drive-thru, I hold both my arms out side by side. I do it when he is looking at
the menu, silently mouthing the names of the combos. I notice that my left arm
looks lighter now without the hair and that there is a group of freckles near my elbow and a faint scar from when my cousin tried to give us matching Sailor Moon tattoos.
When we get home, my father says, “I don’t think your mother would want
you to do this.”
I know this is not true. Three weeks before my mother died, I was sitting at
her vanity, watching her run foundation across her forehead with one hand as she
stroked my leg with the other. “You’ll have to start shaving soon,” she said to me, a
knowing smile on her lips.
I don’t tell my father this. Anytime I mention my mother, he starts to cry. I
don’t want to deal with his crying. Instead, I ask him what he was doing with
Hasmig’s mother.
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He pretends to ignore me. I know he is pretending because his jaw is doing
that ticking thing it does when homeless people ask him for money and he tells them
he doesn’t have any. He goes to his bedroom and when he comes back out, he has
my mother’s makeup bag.
He hands it to me and I take it from his hands, carefully, not wanting to drop
it.
“Just, please, hold off on the shaving,” he says.
I nod at him and unzip the bag, smiling at the dry smell of my mother’s face
powder.
I keep shaving my arms anyway. I pay Hasmig a dollar each month to get me a
new razor. I use lotion instead of shaving cream. I do it at night when my father is
asleep. My arms feel smooth and clean. The feeling lasts for three days until I have
to shave them again, but it is worth it.
I still have to wear long sleeves, because, otherwise, my father would know.
But when I grow up, I will get a job and pay to have my arms waxed. I will not have
to pretend to like Hasmig to get razors. I will not have to wear long sleeves when it
is ninety degrees out. I will not have to feel the sharp sting of stubble against my
cheek when I lay my head across my arm to sleep.
— Tamar Altebarmakian
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Observations on Foreign Territories
I. Imagine: We are not Foreign
Though domesticity is a foreign concept to me, I’ve managed to clear the dishes,
wash a load of laundry, put away his kids’ toys all before he has come back from dropping them off at their mother’s, who is still a foreign body I have yet to encounter.
“You should stay.”
“Are you hungry?”
“You should stay,” he repeats, this time with his mouth on my neck.
I stay…or rather I wake up.
II. Body Talk
He watches me intently as I speak; when I tell him one of my ex lovers called me
frigid, he is quick to point out, I was simply tolerating him.
“How do you know?”
“Simple. I’ve studied body language.”
I turn away, so he doesn’t see me blush, but even that gives me away.
III. Nail Polish and Japan
The more I think about him, the more I think about his daughter, who has brown
hair, brown eyes like him, but who also has orange nail polish chipping from her small
fingernails and knows the difference between pink and purple.
“I lived in Japan. I don’t remember much though; I was too little,” she explains.
“Smaller than you are now?” I look at her father, he smiles.
I think of her when I think of him. To paint her nails and to talk about Japan, never mentioning him, but she is smart, better at studying body language than her father.
IV. Compliment
Pulling at the covers, my nail breaks right on the meat. I clasp my mouth with my
hand, digging my throbbing finger into my cheek. After a deep breath, I check for blood.
Then I slip into the covers. I think of him and earlier today and the way he pulled back
ever so slightly in his chair and took me in:
“You’d have made a good soldier.”
I smile in the dark, distracting myself from the pain, lulling myself into sleep,
away from my body, towards him, towards his body, towards his words.
V. Tea, The Kickback
“Lavender, Chamomile, Ooloong, Jasmine, Lemongrass, Ginger—”
“I can drink the fuck out of ginger.”
Somehow I knew this, specifically waiting to list ginger last, to hear him explain
the way the spicy sensation settles in the back of his tongue, his throat, places I’m slowly in need of residing in.
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VI. Maps of Foreign Wars, of Foreign Bodies
On a piece of paper, he draws countries, explaining the division of Germany after
WWII, Japan’s unwilling surrender, the tanks buried in Iraqi sand. I am making a mental
map of his hands, his wrists, the exact number of paces he makes when, with quick
breaths, we’ve suddenly come to the same conclusions.
VII. Lip-Reading
His bottom lip, I’ve explained, reminds me of lust, of when I was 15 and in the
back of my car with that boy with curly black hair, who I swore I loved. When he speaks,
I focus on his brown hair, his brown eyes, the way he jots down words that tumble, carelessly and carefully, from my mouth. I listen to him explain war; I imagine his mouth on
my shoulder. I follow his definition of generation; I imagine his hand on my chest. His
words and his mouth are located in the same place: unity. I mouth this; he reads lips. He
understands.
VIII. Horoscopes
We are both interested in mysticism. November 10 and January 3. Scorpio and
Capricorn. Water and Earth. We are highly compatible; we understand this; we don’t
mention it.
IX. First Dates
“Have you found it odd that the younger generation is so nonchalant about
dates,” he asks.
“No one goes out to dinner anymore. They just hang out. Hanging out means I like
you.”
“When did that happen? What happened to flirting?”
“Perhaps we’re old fashioned.”
He laughs. I want to ask him out to dinner, but we move to another subject.
X. Alan Alda
When I was a little girl I wanted to be a gunslinger like Clint Eastwood, but when I
realized those towns he went to were made out of cardboard, I started thinking I might
make a good soldier. When my mom found out my plans, she begged me to stay and so I
did because I wasn’t tough enough to break her heart. Even with that though, I wanted
to be a soldier, I admired soldiers, I had a soft spot for soldiers. I came home after work
and watched old reruns of MASH, and swooned over Alan Alda. I was convinced they
should remake the show, casting Adrien Brody as Hawkeye. He is not Alan Alda, but Alan
nonetheless. I swoon for him now. I’m convinced he should play the part of my soldier.
XI. On Poetry
When he comes in, I’m reading Bukowski.
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“He sure does know how to describe a woman’s ass.”
This makes him laugh. Later though, when I’m alone and still reading Bukowski:
I am a poor father because I want to stay alive as a
man but perhaps I never was a
man…
I realize if Alan ever met old Charlie, he’d have punched him and Charlie
would’ve grinned.
Then we’d have all gone out for drinks…
XII. I AND LOVE AND YOU
Corazon, he breathes out causing my Kevlar vest to fall apart: government issued,
proven not to withstand, heat or bullets, or a man with a quick tongue between lips like
a high school lust I forgot I ever had until those lips—oh, if I were a man, surely you’d
call this being pussy-whipped.
XIII. No, I Don’t Remember What I Was Talking About
Was it David Foster Wallace? The broken radio in my bathroom? I was saying
something of more nonsense than importance and he pulled me in to whisper:
“You’re going to marry me…”
I’ve been proposed to 3 times; now this makes 4 and this one makes me feel like
that ‘Rihanna oh na na’ feeling Drake raps about.
Later on, he tells me: “While you were saying something, that phrase was on repeat and I had to say something.”
I don’t have the guts to say something like: I’ve been calling you my husband for
days now. But he knew; I could tell he knew even as I spouted all my nonsensical ideas
of importance…
XIV. Gas Light Hours
We indulge in the warmth only two bodies can create.
“I’m a monster. I love being one”
I reply: “I’ve been compared to Cookie Monster. A compliment, they said.”
Even in the dark, I can see the deep grin of satisfaction on his face.
— Jenny Ortiz
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The Lion & the Monkey Man
Probably don’t remember your old Uncle Monk. Uncle Monkey Man is what you
used to call me. Yes sir. I was there when your dad got eaten up. Your momma told
you it was a car accident. I still remember the way she’d chew on a martini glass till
it cracked. Do your remember your dad’s lion? He was a good old sport, tried to help
me with my fear of tight places.
I spent the weekend of my nineteenth birthday in ‘45 trapped in the torpedo
compartment of a sub—no lights, cold salt water streaming in, watertight doors shut.
Finally we made port at Pearl, and they cracked her open to get us out.
First time I tried to get on a bus to go home to Austin, I threw up cheap beer
and burgers all over the driver. Trains, cars, airplanes squeezed my blood, pushed
the air out of my lungs. For over twenty-five years, I had to walk everywhere on
grinding knees, the oil dried out from arthritis after standing in the water in that
sub. I worked at the steel mill in Morrisville, had to get up before dawn to walk
there. I slept in one morning with a hangover, had to get there in a hurry or they’d
cut me loose. The foreman was looking for an excuse to fire me because I was old.
I waited for the bus to pull up on Lincoln Highway, telling myself that no water was going to pour in and drown me. The driver had a portable radio on the dashboard and was listening to Nixon’s impeachment hearings. I lifted my foot to climb
the three steps to get on the bus, but I couldn’t put my foot down on the first one.
The driver called me a loon and shut the door in my face.
I kicked a fire hydrant, near broke my foot. My Cherokee mother didn’t raise a
coward, but it didn’t feel like something I could conquer. Trying to get on that bus
felt like walking into a wall.
“Excuse me,” said a voice like wind blowing through pine branches. “Mind if I
measure your head? Only take a second.”
“You some kind of pervert?”
He wore this black, Bowler hat, round at the top like an egg like he was some
kind of English banker. He looked somewhere in his mid twenties, but he had an aura
about him that belonged to an old soul, one left over from ancient Egypt maybe.
“I’m a man of science,” he said. He held a gadget, looked like a pair of
bowlegged pliers.
“Science men with sunny thoughts who create terrible weapons to turn mothers into ash and rip the skin from children in a hellish fireball?”
“Not really,” he said. “I just want to measure your head.”
“What’s in it for me?”
“A pair of roller skates,” he said, focusing on my ears, seeing angles and grids
on my head.
“What good is that to me?” I said. Then it hit me. I could make half the time
riding a set of skates.
He nodded, then adjusted his hat.
“You’ve got a head on your shoulders,” I said. “Fine by me. Measure away.”
“Lean down from there.”
Your father only measured half over five foot. He led me over to a low wall
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around a yard and stood on it to access my head. He measured all sorts of distances
with his gadget.
“Claustrophobia?” he said.
I’d heard the navy docs call it that. I nodded.
“I’ve got something that just might do the trick. Power of the gods.”
He twirled his Bowler hat in his hands—such nimble fingers spinning the hat on
its rim.
“No pills,” I said. “And no headshrinker cures or voodoo. Gin helps. I work all
week so I can fill up with liquor on the weekend.”
“So you labor only for a cure? Sad. Well I’ve got an old pair of roller skates in
my garage and an unopened bottle of gin.”
The mill whistle sang soprano and with it went my job. I had no pressing engagements. Maybe he could do me some good. Your father had trustworthy eyes, the
kind that sew to a man like buttons.
We walked three blocks to Levittown, to the manufactured housing that had
been all the stir after the war—single story houses without a basement, good yard in
the back and front, uniform and boring as white bread.
I met your mom then. She sunned on a lounge chair in the front yard, wearing
a tight, white bathing suit with blue dots. She sipped from a martini glass, then set
the glass down on the patio by a pile of olive pits. Tea-shaded lenses in turtle shell
frames concealed her eyes, so I couldn’t tell if she slept or watched; or perhaps she
was so underwhelmed by my presence, she didn’t feel the need for a polite hello.
Your father took me into his den, his private temple. The place buzzed with
electrical devices, with Tesla coils igniting the dielectric air in flashes of holy, white
lightning.
“Raw nature,” he said. “I’m Harry Whale.”
I extended my hand. He put an electrode in it, turned a dial on a gray box on
the wall. Ants nibbled my skin. I gripped a thunderstorm in my fist.
“Bet you’re in better health already,” he said.
And you know? I felt better. My head cleared. Visions of blue dots on white
skies flashed in played before my eyes like a zoetrope. I tasted bitter martinis, salty.
I wondered if her lips tasted of olives.
“The body’s electro-magnetic fields are the key,” he explained. “They fall out
of alignment and need to be balanced the way tires need to be rotated. So we pass
some current through your body. Voila! Presto. The field spins you like a Hula Hoop.”
“This will get me on the bus? I don’t have a job anymore.”
“I can fix that too,” he said. “I run a landscaping business, and one of my boys
just got drafted, on his way to southeast Asia, God save him.”
He placed an electrode in my other hand, and I felt the vigorous, wild current
stream through my chest.
Alive. I’m so alive.
My soul fizzled like seltzer water.
Harry held the landscaping contract for the Philadelphia Zoo, so that’s where
we toiled for most of the week. Some days he’d have the crew working up there, and
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he’d send me back to Levittown for smaller lawn jobs. At night, I’d come back to
dinner with him and his wife, when she was sober enough to sit up at the table. Your
dad did the cooking, even went out of his way to fry me a hamburger or a steak, but
not for him. He only munched on lettuce and carrots like a rabbit. Then we’d spend
most of the night in his den, tinkering with copper coils and lodestone magnets, exploring secrets of the universe.
Then one night sitting in his den, skin burning after the sun fried us, your father told me his ambition. We cooled ourselves down drinking whiskey sours. He hesitated, afraid of being judged for his quest, but the drink soon inspired him to share
his gospel.
“I don’t normally tell people of my true work,” he told me. “Most wouldn’t
understand. They’d say I was playing God. But what’s the hubbub about playing God?
God does it all the time.”
“So let’s hear it,” I said. I knew what he was about to tell me would change
my life.
“Electrical fields control every aspect of our life. Right? We’ve proven that.”
“You’re a miracle man, Mr. Whale. I don’t mind tight places so much, and you
mix a hell of a whisky sour.”
He fiddled with the knobs on his transformers.
“Our life force is basically a gestalt magnetic field. If I can adjust it just
properly, find the right frequency, the right amps. Life forever.”
“Life forever,” I said, my hand shaking at the thought, spilling my drink down
the side of my glass. “Terrible. Glorious. You can really do it, can’t you?”
“We’ll show the bastards, Monk. We’ll show the whole goddamn world.”
A few days later, your father lead a protest march in Philly against nuclear
weapons. I covered the lawn jobs for the day. I stopped by the house to pick up
some pesticides, and your mother invited me in for lunch: two whiskey sours and
four Tom Collins. I’ve never seen anyone drink so much in my life, but your mother
could put them to bed. Her eyes glazed over, dripping molten glass.
She invited me for a swim, just the two of us. Seemed harmless. I’d been
swimming before in their pool during barbeques. I usually grilled. Harry couldn’t
stand the rank odor of frying, animal flesh. Your mother would roll her eyes at him
and hand me the spatula.
She loaned me a pair of Harry’s swim trunks, and I cooled my body in the
above ground pool. She went into the house to change and came back wearing only a
black bikini bottom, her breasts glowing in the low sun, bare and ripe. She slid her
slender doe legs into the water and eased in. I clung to the pool wall.
“I admire your husband very much,” I said.
“He’s a noble thing, a goddamn knight in white.”
She dipped her head back, soaking her hair. It oozed down her neck, a bleeding artery.
Molly stretched her slender legs, so demure, the kind of woman a lowlife laborer like me could never hope to acquire. She played in the waters with ballerina
grace. She attracted bees like a blood rose. She tormented like a goddess.
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“So proud of my Henry. He proposed while I was still a senior. He was already
two years ahead, a sophomore at Berkley. He wore a mohair jacket and a bandana
he’d made from an American flag. I’d gone with some friends to a poetry reading,
rebellion and rhymes. Fuck Nixon. His first words to me. Made me drip.”
I realized I’d been clutching the side of the pool. I released my grip and
rubbed my sore fingers.
“How about you?” she asked. “Did you fight the establishment? Try to bring
the pigs down?”
“No ma’am,” I said. “I’m an old man, lost my youth below the Pacific.”
“Spare me,” she said. “So tired of hearing sob stories from the living.”
She kicked off the pool bottom and floated on her back, her golden body nearly bare except for the black bottom.
“Please don’t feel shame,” she said, gliding in the water to me, her breasts
buoyant in the water, breaking the surface. “My daddy picked oranges.”
Not much sense in hiding anything. She’d already dissected me with her scalpel eyes, sliced me open layer by layer. She swam to me with shark precision, the
thin dielectric of water between us charging, a capacitor ready to burst.
“I left school after the eighth grade and toiled in grease and shit. I worked at
a garage, trying to support my two sisters and mother. My old man ran off when I
was seven. Then I joined the Navy.”
“Gritty,” she said through a crooked grin. “Raw. My husband thinks he’s a hero. Worse, everyone thinks he’s a hero. He denies it out of mock humility. He had a
harem at college. He looked right through me first time—an idiot girl, no concept of
the revolution. I never felt attracted specifically to him. I desired to be possessed by
someone like him, suck off some of his meaning and make it my own. One by one, I
beat out the women in his harem. When I crossed the finish line, he awarded me
with marriage.”
She slid her arm around my shoulder, pressing her body to mine, her skin rubbing me like a pearl in a oyster’s mouth.
“He bought me a lovely house with a lovely yard, put in a pool. He expected
me to feel honored by every victory.”
“You don’t love him?” I said, wrapping my arms about her waist, unable to resist her gravity—falling into her. I’d only known love as a pit.
“Not his fault really,” she said. “I’m not made to love anyone. God forgot that
piece when he made me out of silky carnation petals and wasp stingers.”
“Would you ever love me?” I asked.
“What the hell have I just been saying? No.”
“Since the first moment I saw you,” I said. “It fills me up.”
She shrugged.
“You bring it on yourself.”
We made love once a week while your father worked at the zoo. He’d given
up on people when his revolution failed and instead put his messiah energies into
saving the earth, into the preservation and protection of animals. He said he could
understand them empathically, that anyone could hear animals speak if they had an
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open mind, if they resigned the arrogance of the human animal.
Three months later, I drove to the Levittown house for our liquid lunch. I
found Molly passed out on the toilet, blood dripping along her leg. I shook her
awake.
“You’re dying,” I said, going to call for an ambulance.
“Leave it be.”
The blood dripped into a crimson pool on the tiled floor. I stepped in it and
smeared red boot tracks on the carpet.
“I’m fine,” she said. “This is the third time.”
“So sorry.”
“Don’t bother,” she said. “It might have been Harry’s. It could have been
yours. C’est La Vie.”
I smacked her across the chin. Blood dribbled from her blown lip. It was the
first time I’d ever hit a woman.
“Mother of God. I didn’t mean that. Forgive me.”
We stopped seeing each other after that. Harry and Molly had been trying to
have a family. A year passed, and God granted them a miracle. A son. You.
Your father spent more time at home taking care of your mother. She had given him a son, a young life to mold and teach, to possess, to drown in his life. You
were probably too young to remember me. You called me Uncle Monkey Man.
The novelty wore off for your father when you turned four. He even went back
to school for biology, zoology. Your father took a mistress at the zoo, a lion. He’d
been with the beast since its birth. He’d even been allowed to name him: Apollo.
Now the zoo planned to ship him to Kenya, to live on a reserve then be released
when the lion acclimatized to the wild.
He called me over to the house at noontime to talk to me.
“Monk, we have to do something,” he told me, drinking whiskey straight from
the bottle, attaching electrodes to his ears, his nose.
“Thought this was a good thing, a lion homecoming.”
“He won’t last a month in the wild. He’s been raised by humans. Trusts them.
A poacher will get him. Those sons of bitches don’t even care. They only care about
public support and getting grants.”
I dialed the rheostat on the transformer, amplifying the volts, turning back
the years on your dad’s clock. He looked younger than when I first met him at the
bus stop, his hair sandier, eyes rich in blue skies.
“Monk, I need your help as a soldier.”
“You promise eternal life,” I said. “I’m your servant.”
“I can’t let them kill Apollo,” Harry said. “He’s like my son.”
“What’s the plan?”
“My Uncle Wood has a farm in Quakertown, ten fenced off acres, isolated.
Perfect. No one goes there. There are deer, birds, food aplenty, and I’ll bring raw
meat every day.”
“Till the end,” I told him.
“My Sancho,” he said, taking my hand and kissing my fingers.
“We must go tonight,” he said. “I’ve bribed one of the guards. I have some
Seconal to knock the lion out. I’ll need your help loading him into the truck. Don’t
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worry about work today. Go home and get some sleep.”
I left your dad to his electrons and prayers. I drove back after dinner. I found
your mother on the kitchen floor, drunk and passed out. Your dad was out putting
gas in his truck. I searched for you, found you underwater in the pool. I plucked you
out and pressed the water out of your lungs.
I got your mother up, brewed her some coffee. She sobbed, gouging her arms
with her finger nails, promising never to drink again.
At dusk, we drove to the zoo. Harry sported his Bowler hat, face austere,
ready for any coming hardships. The Seconal knocked the lion out, and we wrapped
him in a tarp and rolled his quarter ton body up a makeshift ramp your father had
made, getting him loaded onto the truck. No one saw a thing. Harry broke some windows and spray painted Animal Guardians on the wall of the cathouse—a local animal
rights group. I rode in the passenger seat with your father, too afraid to sit in the
back with the beast.
At midnight we arrived at the farm, to a special paddock he’d built for the lion. We lifted the beast from the truck and laid him on the wet grass. The tranquilizer had begun to wear off, and the lion lifted its head and growled, shaking the earth.
I ran for the gate.
“Don’t laugh,” I said. “He might wake up and chew our necks.”
“Impossible,” he said. “I know this animal. This animal knows me. I’m a father
to him.”
“I can sense his wildness. His instinct could fire any moment.”
Harry grinned, shaking his head, a look of pity in his eyes, for the foolish human who didn’t understand their bond.
I left him there that morning. He insisted on sleeping in the paddock with the
beast. At noon, I drove to the house to check on your mother. A side of raw steak
and ground chuck had been delivered to the porch.
I found your mother in a cold water bath, shaking out of her skin. She
scratched at her arms.
“Stop that,” I said.
“It itches.”
“Stop it!”
“Another goddamn hero,” she said. She clawed my cheek, drawing three
streaks of blood down my skin.
“You’re both out of your heads,” I said. “You can’t be trusted to protect your
kid. I’m driving him home to Austin to stay with my mother.”
She pulled herself out of the tub, wrapped up in a towel. She chased me into
the living room and grabbed my arm.
“Don’t leave me here. I’ll die. I’ll fall to the dirt. My heart will stop. Then
worms will eat me and tulips will take root in my body. Take me. You love me. I
know you do.”
I yanked my arm free. She lost her balanced and collapsed into the couch.
“You could teach me to love you,” she said. “I’m capable of it.”
“Liar.”
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“But you need it so much, you’ll lie to yourself.”
She had me.
“Pack what you need,” I said. “We’ll drive straight through the night.”
She dropped her towel and pressed her wet body to mine, soaking my shirt. I
reeked of animal musk from the lion. She unbuttoned my shirt and kissed down my
chest. When we made love, I felt a moment of potential, a chance that maybe she
could love me—and that might be enough.
We laid on the rug after. She clung to me.
“Damn my weak heart,” I said.
I’d betrayed my friend again.
“Harry?” I said.
“Will live forever,” she said. “He doesn’t need us.”
He pulled up in the driveway, coming home to get the meat. He walked into
the living room, his Bowler hat tight on his head. Seeing us lying naked on the living
room rug, he turned around without a word and left the house. I heard his truck
start.
I pushed her from me. She giggled and counted backwards from ten.
I drove out to the farm, hopping to beg his forgiveness. He’d offered me eternal life without cost, same as the Lord. I’d failed him.
I followed twin, dirt tracks through the fields to the paddock, got out to talk
to him. I scanned the fences, the field, couldn’t find my savior.
“I’m a weak man,” I said, hoping he was somewhere near, listening. “I don’t
deserve eternal life.”
I searched the grounds for my friend, my electrical priest. I heard Apollo
slurping, panting behind the wall.
Blood smeared the grasses in the paddock. I found Harry’s corpse in the
sward, his arm torn free, a chunk of his thigh gouged out. The lion crushed Harry’s
Bowler hat beneath its paw. The beast chewed its meal, working the bone till it
popped then licked at the marrow. Just raw meat to the cat. Such peace I saw in the
beat’s eyes.
“So much for eternal life,” I eulogized. Humans aren’t worthy of it. We’d
twist it, turn it into a curse. Your dad didn’t get it. We’re just animals with some extra brains.
I left you and your mother. I never went back to that Levittown rancher. I
kept clear of people, resigned to my dwindling, mortal life, waiting. I understood
what I was: just an animal. Don’t blame your Uncle Monkey Man for what I’m about
to say. It’s just nature.
For a moment at the paddock that morning, my mouth watered to share in the
lion’s meal. Your father’s blood smelt like sweet wine.
— T. Fox Dunham
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The Meeting
“My super power was dead, stiff like a fossil pressed up against bones that
bend but don’t break, trapped within the soft pulse of my insides.” Marla speaks, her
voice a quiver, words wet with spit and regret. Her eyes blink, holding back tears as
she looks into the sullen faces before her. The people before her still wearing relicts
of who they once were; leather pants, fishnets and capes that were once bright, now
hung bedraggled and stained on the backs of chairs. It’s a small crowd, ten maybe
fifteen downtrodden souls, making a last ditch effort on the eve of a new year. Their
faces chiseled, long lashed and lips painted. They clutch their paper cups and nod,
knowingly at the speaker.
The pulse of the city beats against the windows of the basement room – tires
hit tar and the sound of acceleration dances with the clacking of eager high heels
against pavement as a car alarm yearns for an audience in a syncopated rhythm.
There are no stars in a city so well lit, maybe that’s why its residents try so hard to
shine; they rub up against one another in dark bars and basements, attempting to
create some friction - a spark to enliven their deflated wonder.
The pale blue umbra of fluorescent lights illuminate the shrinking limbs
slumped in the half moon of metal folding chairs. Marla stands at the front of the
room, her red hair tucked behind her ears. She was a gem even I plain clothes - sparkling, despite the chips and cracks she hid under creamy foundation and Russian red
lipstick.
“I move, working muscles, sweating out toxins, eating scraps to stay light and
focused. All this work doesn’t feel like living. All these words feel less and less like
talking.” Marla pauses again, taking a sip of cold, watery coffee.
Once a week, they meet in the hollowed out belly of the church. Sipping their
coffee, speaking their truth, trying to find strength in each other. During guided
meditation, eyes shut, feeling around their brail like insides for the part of themselves that now lies dormant, like a sleeping bear.
“I know that one day my gift will come back. I will take flight once again. Soar
to the top of skyscrapers and surrender this toad’s view of the world. Brothers and
sisters, we will all be resurrected. Reborn! This is but a lull, a reminder not to take
our powers for granted. We must find the root. Hunt down the thief that has
stripped us of our gifts.”
She hangs her head eyes shut and raises her fists into the air, pale arms pumping as
the crowd cheers.
“Brothers and sisters we have a new member tonight. Nico, I now invite you
to share your story with the group. Remember, we are on the verge of a new year
and perhaps united we can rouse our dulled senses. Together, let’s poke at that
sleeping bear!” Marla clutches the podium and lowers her eyes as the room erupts
into a roar of clapping palms.
Marla takes a seat, as ageless girl with heavy black bangs, that do little to obscure her wide green eyes, walks toward the front of the room. The decrepit wood
floor creaks under her leather motorcycle boots and her shiny dress swooshes against
her black stockinged legs. She removes her dark rimmed glasses, as she often does
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when she’s nervous - one less sense to make her knees weak- and takes a breath before speaking.
“Hello, everyone my Name is Nico and it’s been sixty seven days since the last
time I was able to access my power.”
“Hello, Nico!” The group responds in coral unison.
“I guess I should start from the beginning. I always knew I was different. A
freak, you could say. My super power is, well was, spontaneous invisibility. I was fifteen the first time I made myself disappear.”
Nico looks ahead, her eyes skim the tops of her onlooker’s heads. Something
quivers in her chest -a hint of that old familiar feeling. She felt for a moment as if
she could make herself tap out of vision.
“Sorry, I’m a little nervous.”
Marla stands and walks over to Nico’s side.
“It’s okay, honey. We are all friends here. Part of the healing process is sharing. Go on.”
Nico, squeezes Marla’s hand and lets out a long sigh.
“Okay, okay. So, I was fifteen it was over Christmas break and my parents
wouldn’t let me out of the house. It was snowing; giant puffs of condensation fell
from the sky like cotton balls. I waited for my parents to doze off in front of the TV,
like they did every night and snuck out my bedroom window to meet Johnny. I had a
crush on him since the first day of high school and couldn’t believe that he wanted
me to go with him to some senior holiday party. I was so nervous. I knew it was
wrong but I did it anyway.”
Nico pulls a cigarette from the pack in the pocket of her fuzzy red sweater.
She lights the tip and takes a deep drag. Her words swim out on a tide of smoke.
“We were upstairs, half naked in one of the bedrooms when the door swung
open and five other boys from school stormed in and started to undo their pants. I
went hot all over. I knew they were going to rape me. I could see it on their faces,
their eyes shifting, jaws clenched. I squeezed my eyes shut and begged for the
strength to move. Something in me snapped, quick like one of those packets of ammonia they shove under your nose when you pass out from donating blood. I was full,
of something, and nothing all at once. When I opened my eyes, I looked up and they
all stood around me, faces wrought with confusion. ‘Where the fuck did she go?’ said
the boy with a face like a razor. I stood up, and ran out the door, down the steps and
into the night.” Nico stubs out the cigarette in a brimming ashtray.
“I ran home. Didn’t even bother with the window, just walked right through
the back door of the kitchen, passed my parents who now sat at the table, wrapping
gifts. My mom’s hair in rollers, dad holding his thick index finger down on ribbon
while mom worked around his hand with scissors. When the door flew open, mom
jumped up, knocking right into my bare chest. ‘Oh, Al,’ she said to my father, ‘I
think that damn ghost is back. Get up and lock that door!’ I couldn’t help but laugh.
We had a ghost when I was a little girl. It was not long before I realized that it was
me all along. I was the ghost roaming around the house, invisible. I have a vague recollection of mom yelling at me. ‘Get out of here!’ She’d scream swatting at me as if
I were a fly - her soft hands leaving marks on my invisible skin. I’d run up to my room
and cry. Moments later, she’d appear at my door. ‘Darling what’s wrong?’ She’d ask
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all soft like dough. ‘Why’d you hit me mommy?’ I’d cry. ‘Oh Nico, you must’ve had a
bad dream. There, there my sweet girl,’ she said and rubbed my back until I fell
asleep.” She places her glasses back on her face, now comfortable, ready to see.
“In my bedroom, that Christmas Eve, I looked into the mirror and there was
nothing there. I thought for sure I was dead until I started to flicker back into focus –
like someone was tuning me back in between stations. I sat on my bed, for a long
time, naked and shivering trying to make sense of it all. My power was unpredictable. From that day on, I’d disappear unwillingly at odd moments. As I got older, I
learned to control it. Checking out, whenever I felt threatened, vulnerable or bored.
I liked it. Got used to it. I’d stroll through bad neighborhoods late at night, a ghost,
watching people from the safe distance of my invisibility. I’d even sneak into movies
and concerts, for free!”
A man at the front of the room laughs, lifting his cup of coffee above his head
toasting Nico’s slyness.
“When I met Josh things started to change. My love for him, the safety of his
arms began to interfere with my ability to well, disappear. Now, everyone can see
me all the time. I haven’t been able to cloak myself in over two months. I miss it,
you know? Like a part of me just died. Sometimes if I focus, really concentrate, I
flicker but that’s the extent of it. I can’t really talk to anyone else about this, so
when I saw the ad for this support group, I figured I’d give it a try.”
Nico, smiles and takes a small bow as the group stands, cheering. They chant,
“Thank you Nico, your power is our power, united we will recover!”
Marla steps to the front of the room, eyes brimming with tears. “Thank you so
much for sharing your story, Nico. You are so very brave. We have a lot of work to do
tonight so I think it best to take a little break. I invite you all to step out into the
court yard for some fresh air. Talk to one another. Share your thoughts and feelings.
Exchange numbers and if any of you veterans would like to become a sponsor please
let me know and I will pair you with someone who has similar power down issues.”
There’s a moment of instant chaos and movement, chairs squeak over voices
and the room is alive with chatter. The members all step outside coatless and shivering.
Barney, a frustrated telepathic, walks over to Nico and extends his hand.
“Damn, I wish I could read your mind right now. You are stunning.”
Nico smiles a big smile, cigarette gripped tight between her teeth. “That
statement really makes me want to disappear, bro.” They laugh and smoke and take
turns spilling their guts into the fragile space of their budding kinship. Knowing full
well, that there’s no place yet to hold such heavy secrets.
“You know, sitting in that room, you wouldn’t know there was a full moon in
the sky,” Nico says chin up to the heavens. Barney looks up. “Hey, that cloud looks
like a giant clown choking on a Dachshund hound!” Nico squints under her glasses
and laughs so hard she starts to flicker in and out of sight.
“Whoa! You totally flickered, dude!” Barney jumps up and down, his keys jingle in his pocket as he points at Nico, “Hey everybody, Nico just flickered.” The
group gathers around them, a buzz with exaltation.
Nico catches her breath and points to the sky. “That’s not a cloud, it’s Marla, she’s
flying…and eating a…hot dog.”
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The group stands, mouths agape looking up at the midnight sky, marveling at
their powered up leader. Marla scarfs down the rest of her dog with one hand and
wipes her chin with the other. Her red hair swirls around her like molten leaves as
she weaves in and out of blue black clouds with her nimble frame. The blue velvet
night tears like vaporous fabric revealing a chandelier of stars as Marla squeals,
“Happy New Year my friends, I’ll meet you all inside!”
— Vickie Fernandez
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Family Re-Union
I’m an attorney in the town where I grew up, east of San Francisco, across the
Bay Bridge. The town has changed over the years, of course. We’re getting more
cosmopolitan. You can tell by the rainbow colors of the kids in our schools and the
cuisines of the restaurants on the town’s main avenue. The changes are good, but
there are other reasons, too, that make me want to stick around. The fog still rolls
in most nights, though I miss hearing the mournful, two-tone blare of the foghorns.
When I drive with the car windows down, I can catch the smell of eucalyptus in the
breeze. There is fresh dew on the grass in the mornings, even in summer.
I do a lot of little things for people, like their wills and their house closings. I
know the cops in town and the two judges. We can usually figure something out if
one of my clients gets a drunk and disorderly. No one wants to come down hard on
anyone, as long as no one has gotten hurt.
I take some divorce cases, reluctantly. Divorcing people are so angry, or just
so worn out from trying to make things work, they deflate my spirits. The details of
their stories differ, but they always involve personalities that didn’t mesh or a slow
erosion of attraction and caring. If I do take a divorce or family case, I try to forget
it when I’m done. One family case stayed with me, though. It didn’t really involve a
situation that a lawyer needed to handle, but I took the case and I remember it because I think I helped a kid out.
I got a call from a woman who said her name was Tracy, asking if she could
come in for a consultation on a family matter. I didn’t know her, but she said she
worked close by, as a server at a restaurant down the street from my office. She
said she walked by my office every day on her way to and from the bus stop. Anyone
who rides the intra-city bus to work usually doesn’t have enough money to pay a lawyer, but I told her to come by anyway.
I said I didn’t know her, but when I saw her there wasn’t much about her I
couldn’t have guessed. She was about ten years younger than I was. She’d gone to
my high school. I suspected we might know some people in common. Like many in
town, her Dad had worked at the refinery. He’d come from Arkansas during the war,
started out in the shipyards, then moved to the refinery.
She would have been pretty cute as a teen-ager. I imagined she’d probably
started wearing make-up a little too young, maybe ratting her hair up like the girls
used to do. She’d probably had a lot of boyfriends in school, none of them lasting
long enough to be meaningful. She told me she hadn’t been that interested in
school.
She’d tried a semester or two at the junior college after high school, got bad
grades, then drifted into retail and waitressing. She knew her jobs were going nowhere, but she couldn’t live at home her whole life. She had to work somewhere so
she could rent her own apartment and pay for clothes and food.
I asked what I could do for her. She said she had a boy in the first grade. She
hadn’t been married, she said, but a little more than six years before, at the restaurant where she was working, she had met a man who was passing through town. She
knew he’d be around for just a couple of weeks, but there’d been lots of chemistry
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between them. He hadn’t been a loud, brash charmer, or a bad boy type. She wasn’t attracted to those. He had seemed gentle, and private, not tightly wound, just
self-contained, and perhaps a little lonely.
That chemistry had led on several occasions to intimacies, but each time, afterwards, in the quiet motel room he’d paid for, he would talk about his family. It
had been a close family, he’d said, with a warm, easy acceptance of each other. He
missed those feelings. He’d been traveling around the country on his own since he
was in his early twenties and had never made his own family, but he wanted one
someday.
Tracy thought the guy might have been with a few girls like her around the
country. She knew his name at least, Jerry Blaisdell, but they didn’t exchange addresses or phone numbers when it was time for him to leave town. They both said
they looked forward to seeing each other the next time he came through, but at the
back of her mind, she doubted it would happen.
When she found out she was pregnant, Tracy tried within her limited means to
find him. Not for money, she told me, but just to tell him he was going to be a dad,
and that he would have now a kind of family. It might not be the kind of family he’d
wished for, but because they were having a child, she and Jerry would always have
the most basic and permanent connection that humans could make with each other.
Tracy knew that Jerry was always traveling, but she’d wanted him to know
that, in whatever way he could be, or wanted to be, part of a family, it was all right
with her. In any event, she planned to do the best she could to raise the child. Tracy was never able to find Jerry, but she named the baby Jerome, after what she
thought could be the real first name of the father.
Since it had only ever been the two of them together, Tracy said Jerome didn’t really ask her a lot of questions about his dad. If Jerome did bring up the subject, Tracy would tell him without rancor that his dad was someone she had known a
long time ago and they were not in touch. Jerome had figured out that what his
mom knew about his dad she just wanted to keep private. Tracy explained to me
that she wanted to spare Jerome any hopes about having his dad in his life that
might never be met.
I asked Tracy where this story was heading, why she thought she needed an
attorney. “Well,” she replied, “it’s not really about court or anything, but I just
needed someone respectable to help me, someone who could talk to Jerry man-to-man.”
Tracy said she had learned Jerry was in town, but that he would be leaving in
the next couple of days. She asked if I would speak to him to see if he wanted to
meet his son. If I agreed, she suggested, it would only have to be a one-time contact
between Jerry and myself, to either arrange for him to meet Jerome or to find out if
he preferred to let things stand as they were. She wondered how much I might
charge for that.
I pondered her request. I doubt that she had ever been in an attorney’s office. What she had asked me to do was not really part of a lawyer’s line of work.
But her request was a solemn one; it wasn’t a joke. I gathered that Tracy had always assumed the responsibility for raising Jerome would be hers alone. Since Jerry
had expressed such strong feelings about wanting a family, though, she thought he
should have the chance to claim his fatherhood if wanted.
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Tracy also wanted to do right by her son, to erase the mystery at the core of
his life, and give him his dad if it were possible. The gray seriousness of her eyes
and the pursed straight line of her lips as she said this, made it hard for me to hold
her gaze. I looked away, and then down, for some reason focusing on the coat she
was wearing. There was a button missing and the fabric was thinning. I guessed she
rode the bus and didn’t have new clothes because she was doing all she could to provide for the boy.
The coat was what made me want to help her. It said more than her words
how much she would sacrifice for her boy. I told her I would help her if I could.
Since it would be, as she said, just a one-time meet, an extension of sorts of our
consultation, I told her there would be no fee. I asked her how she knew Jerry was
in town and where he was.
“Have you seen the handbills around for that carnival down at the shopping
plaza?” she replied. “I’d seen some posted, but only from the bus, and they passed
too quickly for me to read them. Someone left one in the restaurant yesterday and I
picked it up. That’s why I was anxious to see you. The carnival’s already been here
a couple of weeks, but tomorrow’s the last day it will be here. It’s the carnival
where Jerry works.”
“Jerry’s a carny?” I asked, seeing in my mind all of the lizardy-looking grifter
types who seemed to run the rides at carnivals, a picture that didn’t coincide with
Tracy’s description of Jerry. Every few years, one of those second-rate carnivals
would set up at the shopping plaza, in the parking lot on the south side. The south
side lot gives way to a dirt slope down to the creek that separates us from the next
town over.
The carnival had the standard rides, a merry-go-round, a Ferris wheel, the
Jackhammer, the Tilt-a-Whirl. It had a cheap midway. The kids in town had always
liked the carnival and it was a pretty inexpensive date for guys to take their girlfriends. The older you got, though, the more you noticed the carnival’s shabbiness.
It was the kind of place where, as soon as you got in, your hands would start to feel
grubby and sticky.
“I don’t know what Jerry does there”, Tracy said. “I went to the carnival that
year I met him, but I went before we met. Once we met, he didn’t want me coming
down to the carnival. He said he liked what he did, and was good at it, but he didn’t
want to bring a girl around his workplace. He said he just wanted to share some
time with someone in a calm, quiet place, in tranquility.”
Tracy said she didn’t know whether Jerry ran the whole carnival, or worked a
ride or a booth. The way I used the word carny she said she knew what I was thinking, but Jerry wasn’t greasy or unkempt and didn’t use bad language. He had only
ever been polite and kind with her.
I apologized for my skeptical tone and said I would go look for him at the carnival. I told Tracy I had other obligations the rest of the day, but since the next day
was the last day of the carnival I would go over in the morning and let her know
what I found out. If Jerry wanted to see the boy, she could bring him after work the
next evening. “Alright,” she said, gave me the handbill she’d picked up in the restaurant and left.
The next day, I drove over to the shopping plaza about mid-morning. I parked
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nearby the carnival area and started to look around. Tracy’s handbill said the carnival wasn’t open to the public until the afternoon. I thought I might catch Jerry early
before he got too busy, doing whatever it was he did.
Somewhat obscured behind the merry-go-round, I saw some beat-up trailers,
which I assumed were the living quarters for the carny workers. I stopped a guy carrying electricians’ gear and asked if there was someone with the carnival named Jerry Blaisdell. He looked puzzled for a moment, then said, “Oh yeah, sure, that’s
Blaze.” He pointed to one of the trailers. “That’s his trailer right there.”
I walked over to a trailer, on whose door was a lightening streak decal and below it in red stencil with yellow edging, the word Blaze. I knocked a couple of
times.
“Hold on a sec,” I heard someone say, and then the trailer door opened. Jerry Blaisdell was tall, angular, with dark eyes and hair, clean-shaven like Tracy’d said,
probably in his late 30’s, clear-eyed. “Oh,” he said, a little startled, “I thought you
were the boss. Can I help you?” I told him my name, that I was an attorney, and
that someone he knew in the past had asked me to look him up.
Tracy’s name had an impact on Jerry. There was a brief, startled gasp, then,
a pleased and affectionate smile. “Come in, please, sit down.” The trailer was orderly. There was some kind of satiny performing clothes with sequined piping hanging up in the small closet at the back of the trailer.
“I really liked Tracy,” Jerry said. “I’ve thought about her a lot. We just
haven’t been back here in long time. Why did she send you? I assumed she would
have been long married by now.”
I paused for a second before replying. I’d never had news like this for someone before. “Jerry, she sent me by to speak to you because she wasn’t quite sure
how you would react. She wanted me to tell you that you’re a dad.”
Wordlessly, seemingly involuntarily, he sat down, almost fell down, into a
chair by the tiny dining table in the trailer. I didn’t know what would come next,
but I was rooting for Tracy and Jerome.
“I can’t believe it,” he finally said. His voice seemed awestruck, coming
through a proud grin, the kind of look that paternity puts on a man’s face. I was relieved. “I just never imagined,” he said. “We didn’t exchange ways of staying in
touch.”
He looked away for a second, thinking. “The child must be about six. Is it a
boy or a girl?” “It’s a boy,” I replied, “named Jerome.” “Wow,” Jerry exclaimed,
“He’s got my name. He’s Jerome Jr.”
I told him that Tracy said Jerome was a good kid. “She doesn’t want anything
from you,” I said, “she just wanted me to ask whether you would like to see her and
your boy. She didn’t know you were here until a couple of days ago.”
It looked like Jerry almost began to shiver with excitement. “Yeah, of
course,” he said, “as soon we can do it. Can they come over later?”
“She gets off work at five,” I said. “I’ll call her and tell her to bring the boy
over after that. What’s a good time?”
“Well,” he replied, “I go on right at seven. Tell her she and the boy can
watch up front and I’ll see them when I’m finished.”
Curious now, I asked what he did at the carnival. Jerry’s eyes got a far-away
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look, as if he were trying to summon a memory.
“That’s right, I remember, I never told her. I liked that little cocoon we made
for ourselves. She wasn’t looking for drama. It was just so tender and quiet. I didn’t want anything from work or the world to get in the way.”
He smiled before he spoke next, knowing after so long, the amazed reaction
he would get. He sure got it from me.
“I’m a human cannonball,” Jerry said. “I’ve been shot from a cannon nearly
every night for the past 18 years. You think my boy would like to see that?”
I couldn’t suppress a yip of unexpected pleasure. “I’d want to see that even
if I weren’t bringing Jerome and Tracy,” I said. “Jerome will be thrilled. I’ll have
them over here by seven.” “Okay,” Jerry replied, “but don’t tell them what I do. Let
it be a surprise.”
As I turned to leave the trailer, Jerry gripped my shoulder. “Please make sure
you get the boy here on time,” he urged. “We’re moving on tomorrow and I want
him to see me perform at least once. I don’t know what will happen after we meet,
but I don’t want to be a dad Jerome has to imagine. I do brave work and I want him
to be proud.”
I told Jerry we’d be there. At the bottom of the trailer steps, I stopped and
looked back up to Jerry standing in the trailer doorway. “How did you become a
cannonball?” I asked him.
“Well,” he said, “you know how businesses can get handed down in families.
My grandfather left home when he was sixteen during the Depression, so the younger
kids could have more food. He joined a carnival and an old cannoneer taught him
the ropes. My dad never wanted to go on the road, so my grandfather taught me.
There’ve never been too many of us and there aren’t many left.”
“Is there any real danger?” I asked. “How’s it done?” Jerry laughed and said,
“First rule, don’t miss the net. Otherwise, there’s not a lot of serious danger as long
as you hold your legs tight together and your helmet strapped on.” He paused before
continuing. “I live for that moment before I get launched out of the barrel. In a second or two, I accelerate to a speed that things without wings were not built for.
You’d think after eighteen years it would be routine, but every night I get into the
barrel end of the cannon, my legs feel like water. I must dread it in some way, but I
can’t give it up.”
“As for how it’s done,” he said, “we’re like magicians. It’s against the
code to give away the secrets.”
“Okay,” I smiled, “I understand about the code. I’ll see you later with Tracy
and the boy.”
I called Tracy at work. I said I’d seen Jerry and told her he was excited to see
her and Jerome that night at the carnival. “Are you sure you’re ready to do this?” I
asked. There was a moment’s silence. “I’ve had a long time to think about this”,
she responded. “I still think it’s the right thing to do. I wouldn’t have come to your
office otherwise.” I told her I agreed with her. “I see why you liked Jerry. I’m glad
you came to me.”
I told Tracy she had to get to the shopping plaza a little before seven and that
she couldn’t be late. She asked why. “Jerry has a special surprise for Jerome,” I
said. “Believe me, it will really mean something to the both of them.”
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Tracy said she had to pick up Jerome from his babysitter when she got off
work, change her clothes, and get Jerome ready. She would take the bus back down
to the shopping plaza. I said I would meet her and Jerome at the bus stop in front of
the shopping plaza between 6:30 and 6:45. That would give us enough time to walk
from the bus stop across the two or three parking lot sections to the carnival area.
“Ok, I’ll see you later,” she replied. I could feel the anticipation rising in her
voice when she rang off. I felt a little anxiety, too. I didn’t want anything to go
wrong, for Jerome’s sake.
As usual, the temperature started to dip after the sun started to go down. I
remember how chilly it was waiting for Tracy at the bus stop. 6:30 came and went,
6:35, 6:40, no Tracy. Where is she? I thought, starting to get a little frantic. 6:45,
ten to seven, finally, here’s the bus.
Tracy got off the bus with Jerome in tow. I could see the features of both his
parents in his face. “Jerome, this is my friend,” she said walking over to me, “he’s
going to take us to see your Dad.” “Hi, Jerome,” I said, “we have to hurry, are you
ready?” He nodded. It must have been overwhelming for him.
“Tracy, we have to run. Can I carry him? I don’t think we’ll make it if I
don’t.” “Sure”, she said, “but what do you mean about not making it?” “Jerry’s in
a kind of performance that the boy shouldn’t miss,” I said, “but it happens right at
seven and doesn’t last long. That’s the surprise; we have to go now or we’ll miss
it.”
I picked up Jerome and I started to walk fast, then trot. I looked at my
watch. I only had a few minutes now to get to the cannon shot enclosure. I started
to run, a little wobbly, holding Jerome. I didn’t look back for Tracy. If she could
keep up that was fine. I had to get the boy there.
By the time we reached Jerry’s roped-off performance area, a thick crowd
was surrounding the enclosure. I couldn’t see Jerry. He was already down the barrel. The barrel was raising; I could see the nets where he would land. The cannon
steadied at a steep upward angle.
An announcer had started a countdown with the crowd. “Eight, seven,” he
slowly intoned, the crowd with him. I had to get the boy through. I held Jerome out
in front of me, my hands gripping his little ribcage, holding him up so he could see
the shot.
I pressed against the crowd; they were packed tight. Jerome couldn’t see
over enough heads. “Six, five,” the announcer continued. “Let me through,” I began
to shout, “his Dad’s in the cannon, he has to see his Dad.”
“Quit shoving,” people were yelling, irritated, resisting. I heard the voices
only dimly, there was a rushing in my ears from the running and the pushing. I
wouldn’t stop now; the crowd was beginning to part. “Four, three,..” I heard myself
bellowing, hoarsely, “Let us through, he doesn’t know what his Dad does! He
doesn’t know what his Dad does!”
Jerome didn’t understand the commotion, only that somehow, something important, involving him, was happening. I could feel his heart thumping through my
fingers. I felt for him, but I wasn’t going to let him miss the shot.
“Two, one.” We had just reached the front of the crowd near the control
rope when there was a terrible roar, like the lions shaking the skylights at Fleishack81

er. A figure shot out the end of the barrel, followed by a burst of flame. “Look,
hurry, there’s your Dad, up there,” I cried.
Jerome’s eyes fixed on Jerry and followed him flying in a wonderful arc, like
an archer’s arrow, across the gray slate evening sky, safely into the catch-nets. Jerry slid down the nets, took off his helmet and started scanning the crowd.
I let go of Jerome and he took off, his legs little cartoon pistons, running for
his Dad, his arms stretched out in front of him. “Dad, Dad,” his voice was almost
squeaking from emotion. Jerry picked up the boy, smiling, hugged him, put him on
his right shoulder and started to wave to the crowd. Wild applause deluged them.
My heart was in my throat. I looked around for Tracy. She was behind me in the
crowd. She’d seen the cannon shot, seen her boy running to his Dad, seen the crowd
cheer the carnival hero carrying the boy on his shoulder.
Tracy’s tears ruined her make-up. “Mom, mom,” I heard Jerome shout when
he saw her. A little awkwardly, self-consciously, the crowd’s eyes now on her, Tracy
bent down under the rope to walk toward Jerry. They smiled at each other. With
the boy still on his shoulder, he put his arm around Tracy and hugged her, leaned
against her, and tenderly kissed the top of her head.
“Let me know how things turn out,” I whispered, but they didn’t hear me.
— Gordon J. Stirling
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February 13
He fucked with fury
an action
his wife will never know
— Andrew J. Stone
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Delicate
So many ways in which we human beings
are strange, are hard to figure out, are odd.
Why, for example, are we more afraid
of front-loading washers and dryers
than we are of the top-loading ones?
Are we born with this fear of modern washers and dryers
from birth, from conception, from Heaven?
Do we see them, out of the corners of our eyes,
our children, our dogs, crawling toward the opening,
that massive throat of all glass and metal fulminating?
How easy it would be for a toy dog
or a toddler to leap into the soapy froth.
We are afraid to turn our backs
all of us, on those open mouths;
this is the reason for the locking glass door.
For, even we can get sucked in,
we adults, we ones who do our laundry.
They say if you close your eyes tightly enough,
you can hear the dryer moaning, hungry,
desperate for a small and helpless meal.
Every single one of us, we are fearful
of front-loading washers and dryers.
We all know that dream about drowning,
that dream about using too much detergent,
that dream about bubbles and screaming for help.
Knowing that God is there with us
in the laundry room; it is not enough.
— Rich Boucher
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One
tiny studio
painted green in the forties
fulfill nostalgic
dreams-this time in solitude
no longer painted over
— Danielle Cofer
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Abandoned Arroyo
Siren solos maze in canyons. Dust
bunnies jump bleached burro bones
and loiter in silk-spin corners.
White Mountain scorpions siphon
mescal and peyote from pools of sun
devil sweat, they roll their own
tumblebugs through the macular
eyes of maverick skulls, then bruise
an uncloven hoof. Empty boots track
wanderlust to lost dutchman veins
in graves of sand. Vagrant raindrops
ricochet off a limestone spit-griddle.
A cloud shadow wets on a prickly pear
bloom, but I can’t smell the water.
— Kevin Heaton
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A Trick of Light
In Sunday School today I saw Jesus
looking at Miss Hooker where she sits in
the big chair and tells stories from the Good
Book and some of them about Him, Jesus
I mean. I like the one where He walks on
water, which is a neat trick if you're not
a waterstrider or the Son of God,
which I'm not. Neither. I'm just ten years old
and small for my age and can't do a damn
thing but get fair grades in school and
sin, sin up a storm sometimes, and maybe
that's why I like that story, Jesus
trying to calm me down so I don't hurt
anybody anymore by talking
back to Mother or forgetting to feed
my dog or refusing to pick up my
dirty clothes or keep my comic books in
order. But first He opened one eye, did
Jesus, trying to take a peek, I guess,
into what Miss Hooker was reading us.
And then he opened the other eye and
took a wider look at all us students
but I don't think that anyone saw Him
except me. And when He looked dead-on, I
shut my own, eyes I mean, because to stare
down the Savior is probably the worst
sin of all, next to suicide that is,
and not believing in God at all. And
if I have my Bible right, Jesus and
God are really the same, even though He's
the other's son—I mean God is Jesus'
father, if you don't count Joseph, and I
guess I don't but I don't quite know why not.
And to confuse things there's the Holy Ghost,
Who's also God and since God is also
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Jesus then Jesus is the Holy Ghost,
too. Whew. So somehow they're a package deal,
three for the price of one. That is a good
deal, I mean if the first one's not too high.
I'm not very good at economics
—or is it accounting, speaking of which
Miss Hooker said this morning that we'll have
to account for ourselves when we die and
stand before the Throne of Judgment, and tell
God all the good things that we've done and if
we haven't done any, or not enough,
then we're bound to go to Hell. There's no time
to waste, either, because we could die at
any time so we'd better get busy
not being sinners and if we die in
it, sin I mean, then there's no hope at all.
When I opened my eyes again His were
closed, Jesus' I mean, so maybe I was
imagining Him looking at me but
I could be as wrong to say He didn't
as to say He did—I don't want to chance
being wrong, I mean, and winding up in
Hell and all because I didn't wise up
when I had the chance and it must have hurt
like Hell to be nailed to a cross and stuck
with a spear and left to bleed slowly to
death. Ouch. If they crucified me, Mother
might feel the way Mary did and it would
kill me to see her bawling down there, but
sometimes I cry, too, and wonder if He's
hanging in Heaven looking down at me,
still being crucified, still dying for
my sins. But pain can't last long in Heaven,
can it? I guess that's not in the Bible.
I'd hate to have folks sad in Paradise.
After Sunday School I told Miss Hooker
what I saw behind her back and she said
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maybe my eyes were playing tricks on me
—a trick of light, she called it, the curtains
opened to the ten o'clock sun, the cross
and Jesus on it shiny and plastic.
Yes ma'am, I said, and turned away, but at
the door I turned back around and saw her
staring at the cross as if she'd never
seen someone crucified before. Not that
I have. But sometimes I dream I'm Judas
and I spend the silver on comic books
and all I get in real life's a quarter
a week so I go a little crazy
and sell out Jesus for superheroes
but if God could draw like Jack Kirby and write
like Stan Lee I'd be a true believer.
— Gale Acuff
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The First Time
hands probe places never before touched,
her breathing quickens,
she begins to moan,
panties moist,
unsure of the cause,
thoughts of the bathroom enter my brain,
maybe my hands should stop probing,
and let her take care of her body's needs,
the decision made for me as she grabs my hands,
and places them under her t-shirt,
"let me see it", she says as she begins unzipping my pants,
her eyes see it fight its way out of my shorts,
looking up into my eyes she smiles, "looks like a baby shark" she says,
"a hammerhead shark",
a knock on the door startles us,
"Is that a boy's voice?" her older sister shouts ,
pulling on my pants I dive through the window and head for home,
finally in my own bed my eyes close,
the decision made to think of this night as a lesson learned,
at my locker the next day in school,
a group of girls walk by,
one smiles,
"hello hammerhead",
realizing I have new lessons to learn,
I head to class.
— Douglas Polk
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Attached Table Booths
Tables
Attached
To the wall.
I knew it. I’ll have to
hold my belly in,
Or go on a diet, exercise.
Waitresses, all that commotion.
What an embarrassment.
Big eyes. At the end table.
Such a complaint.
I’ll work on it.
I move.
— Danny P. Barbare
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sordid
in black and white photos
a woman stands on the porch
skinny weathered hand grasping
the pipe pinched between
her lips and hanging down
just above her chin which is covered
in white hair
a beard
sign of a witch
her daughter
carrying out justice
made a meal for the pigs
from her husband
in sepia a man holds a forked
stick
dowsing rod
water witch
if you have a wart he will give you a penny
it will be gone the next day
a gift my mother has as well
and her mother claims
to have killed a man in Germany
with only
an evil eye
and a muttered curse
— Angel Pulliam
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The Early Stevie Nicks
We don’t care cocaine is eating her nose,
that her life is nothing like the romance of her words.
Her blonde hair flows as she sways
inside waves of chiffon and a black lace shawl.
In suede platform shoes, she’s either a swan
gliding on the Isis River, or an injured raven,
pumping her head in a fever. We don’t understand
how she can move from the calm to the hurt
but we like it. But what if we wanted
to dance out those demons with her, and
scream with her that everything is wrong?
Maybe her black shawls and lace are gimics
for the stage and there’s no way she’s real.
Maybe we’d like to believe that we’re not like her
hiding from ourselves, streaks of storm clouds
gathering inside us. But we like her harmony
in this dissonance, her movement of blackness
on glass inside her, perhaps inside us.
— Janice Krasselt Medin
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Paint
I’d like you to paint me.
Rather,
I’d like you to paint on me.
I’d like him to watch.
I want him to draw you
Painting me.
I’d like to be an apparition
in this particular drawing —
for my shape to be
undefined
and free to move
because when I am being painted
on I’ll have to stay
perfectly still.
I will keep my eyes closed
except when you paint my face
because I’d like to see your brushes
move,
but I want to be surprised about
what you’re painting.
As trickles of paint meet
the chill from the window,
I know you’ll see
the prickles on my skin and
warm the room from within.
He’ll close the window as
you turn on more lights, then
you’ll ask if I’m all right.
I’ll smile,
and you’ll to know
to continue.
When you’re done painting
me (and your brushes
are no longer on me)
I’d like him to take a picture
Three if he’d like;
I don’t believe too many
more than one will be required.
— Adrienne Selina Silva
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Crimson And Black
I'd sell my heart in paperback,
In verses for perverts to read.
The crimson lines look good on black,
Just like the world behind my lids.
For crimson is my poisoned blood
You'd never want to mix with yours,
For black is my denying heart
That's stained with lies and dead remorse.
Erase my love and drain my mind
Until my memory is void,
I want to be completely blind
To every trifle I enjoyed.
Your gentle touch is like a burn I play pretend I'm fine with heat.
I've reached the point of no return,
I find my peace in self-deceit.
— April Avalon
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Paths of the Sea
Sharks are the only free creatures of the sea. They have no
paths or bi-ways; they observe no laws. Sharks enforce the
laws. They enjoy the true flying thrills of sea life; the sudden
dives, one-hundred, two-hundred meters—the equally exciting
dives heavenwards, towards the shaking lantern light, breaking
through the great barrier into the ocean’s ocean. Sharks even
patrol against the extra-terrestrial, those creatures of only two
dimensions: boats and surfboard shaped swimmers. A very few
species live beyond the reach of the shark-police. The sharks,
however, are unconcerned with these creatures who care only
for exploring the ocean’s bottom. You might call these mountain climbers. All other sea creatures swim in paths, sidewalks,
roads and highways, and live in prescribed rooms. These are all,
of course, rough metaphorical equivalents.
Besides these few bits, roads, cops, rooms, the sea holds very
little culture, and knowing it—all of it—is no great burden. The
greater burden, though not too great, is keeping the knowledge
of my psychic-sea knowledge secret. My closest friends don’t
know, though I occasionally slip with sea-facts. But being connected with all of these creatures is hardly a worry. Knowing all
carp, for instance, is like knowing one human, and a rather dull
one at that. Actually it’s more like knowing about one single
dullard, though I know them all and hear all their “thoughts”.
And knowing the thoughts of every sea-horse—what’s a sea
horse?—is like a vague and seldom appearing memory of a
cracked antique dish sitting darkly in the back of a high, hardly
ever opened cabinet.
— Scott Newton Allen
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Fireworks
No wonder children clap their ears and whimper,
Too much, too terrible, the belly-booms,
Screamers, starbursts, peonies of light,
Crescendo of endless flashes, last great thud,
Then cinders, dark and silent, floating down.
The grownups pick up their blankets and their stuff
As if the bursting world had never happened.
This is not the pop of the Grand Openings,
The razzle-dazzle after baseball games
to comfort fathers and their weekend children.
This is America, so much of everything,
So strangely full of tumult and excitement
That only such excess of sense declares
The beautiful and terrifying night.
— Conrad Geller
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Hunters
Orion poised above the roof; the moon
a scythe, a pendulum; my breath a wife
engendering pale wraiths that die too soon
for me to ask about that other life...
The night is strange, and so am I: I read
too much, or not enough. Dear Percy’s here
with me, as black as I am white; he’s peed
and had a treat, still innocent of where
we end: like me. His snuffling in the brush,
his belly-consciousness: mere metaphors
for my more abstract quests. His headlong rush
at rabbit, squirrel, mouse: how he adores
the kill; or is it merely sustenance?
Like finding God unarmed, asleep, by chance.
— Thomas Zimmerman
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Jenny dances
Jenny dances
on the table top
slipping out
of her clothes
for the men
sliding
dollar bills
onto the counter
under her naked
feet and heat
of the lights
as she loses
herself
in the music
and her body
is lost
in the grip
of the men’s
heart beats
and heavy
breathing
nobody in
the room
has a thought
about the snow
now falling
burying
the distinctions
of their cars
and the edges
of the road
they will need
to use
when they’re ready
to drive home
— Michael Spring
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Atop The Mountain, New Mexico
The rainbow is a filibuster of strings,
ancient koras, a dozen lutes,
one harp made with warped wood and goat gut.
When the rains come, droplets of light and color
flow into prisms over rock lined mesas,
black cloud waters of New Mexico,
pueblos of intolerance,
the light in the distant red and muddy red,
shade within shade, everything
all right with the landfill.
Please, take your place in line.
There is enough rainbow for everyone.
— Michael H. Brownstein
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Pilfered Dreams
While you sleep, I hover with bats
in counterfeit rays of light gathering
remnants secreted from the tumescent
underbelly of suburban privilege.
Plundering crows beak-nip my eyelids
from the impending horizon, and caw
the feckless approach of a lustful, infringing
juggernaut, heckling me from my night post.
Tiny, blithesome wing powers sandman frenzy
from my eyes with melatonin yawn. They flutterwhisk spider blood from my healing, and exorcise
apnea from pleas for forgetfulness.
We tryst on goose down behind silver-foiled sun;
where pilfered dreams cache, and better natured
angels daybreak.
— Kevin Heaton
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Water Bottle
I
The news tells of how bad
you are. How each day
the water sits inside and releases
more and more of your plasticides
for my consumption.
II
If I hadn’t a water bottle
I’d be stuck with an animal sack
and risk salmonella.
III
Water bottles drift by my floating
apartment, daily. It makes me cry
like that 70’s commercial
with the Native American man.
I understand exactly how he feels.
IV
The water in Long Beach is rated extremely
bad. My cousin had better grades
in high school than the water quality,
And he never showed up.
V
This eclipse resembles an ellipsis
and I wonder if there’s water on the moon.
Or if it only comes in bottles.
— Zack Nelson-Lopiccolo
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Parsing Dragons
A long cafeteria table.
We gather to discuss dragons
haunting contemporary Turkey.
You think that’s too esoteric
for you to bother to study?
Dragons lurch daily from the dreck
of Hittite ruins to stomp
farm villages flat. Aid workers
shovel sand into the claw-prints
so no one will die of fright.
Don’t you pity these villagers?
Trapped in the twenty-first century
with imaginary creatures writhing
in the slackest dreams just moments
before the farmers have to rise
to tend the cattle? Their houses,
patchwork of brick, mud, sheet metal,
loom on the treeless plain like tombs.
Drought sucks the deepest well dry.
The heat in summer blisters the touch.
The winter wind scrapes up pebbles
from the frozen but snowless earth
and tries to blind the aching farmer
whose daughters run off to Ankara
or Istanbul to sell themselves
rather than marry locally.
You laugh because dragons fail
to embody the pain and worry
of this sandstone-colored life.
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Videos of dragons snorting
through farmyards, gobbling sheep,
fail to move you. You assume
they’re fake. If you join our class
we’ll convince you that everyone
has faced a dragon and slain it—
only to see it rise again
and return to the cave that birthed it,
muttering in medieval Latin
we hope you’ll help us understand.
— William Doreski
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Syntagma
The moth who tells himself the light wants him
can’t stop approaching the ornamental
lantern on the table and retreating,
presumably in pain. Are they capable
of exhaustion, or only of flat-out effort and
then dying? Girls and women
at the neighboring tables companionably,
tacitly negotiate the distinction
between youth, jeans, backpacks,
and maturer beauty, fashion, wealth.
The curve of a breast, a cheekbone
to die for catch the light
the way that moons and planets viewed
from a tangential, temporary orbit
reflect a distant sun. Male voices
provide one word in ten unless
they’re trying to dominate or entertain.
Across the Square, the Evzones,
warlike in their skirts and pompoms,
perform their torturous, slow, dancelike march
before the local Tomb of the Unknown.
A Moslem husband hustles
his wife along; she must be hot
beneath those shapeless layers and heavy scarf.
The languages, their different kinds
of laughter merge. I sit with a carafe
of the resined wine I like too much,
too tired to write postcards home.
— Fred Pollack
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Goodbye Forever
All that time and energy I spent on you
Means nothing anymore.
The laughter
The late hot summer nights
The whispers of sweet words like candy
Everything is just a blurry memory now
Sneaking into my thoughts on nights I can not sleep.
I use to blame myself,
Maybe there was something wrong with me,
Maybe I didn’t satisfy you?
Maybe I couldn’t make you happy?
Back then I believed
You took back your “I love you”
And I tried to fix myself
With hope you come back to me,
Then I found out you were living with her,
A girl you loved before me,
You loved her so much
You went crawling back to her
Even though she cheated on you three times.
I use to think that New Year’s day
When you broke up with me over the phone
Was the worst day of my life.
But then it became the best day
I found out you went back to that slut,
There was nothing wrong with me.
You were just that idiot who thought you could change her,
I heard you two broke up again.
She cheated on you. Again.
Now I met someone new,
He taught me not to waste my time with the past.
Just to learn from it.
So here is the last inch of energy I will every waste on you,
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I hope you doing well,
I’m the happiest girl in the world,
Because I am no longer wasting my time on an asshole like you.
— Francesca Terzano
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Wailing the Lights Fantastic
beneath torn canvass curtains, the radiator
pops and dies a little every
hour, hisses through teeth long rotted away,
and above, through the frayed
slits of the canvass, the Manhattan
skyline stabs the night bleeding neon blue
and white, orange fumes from millions of dying radiators
on wheels, in boots, hissing into
phones and wailing the lights fantastic
in one gigantic deaf-mute mob of chance,
swinging for the fences through one more day,
making it through on pure luck for one more
night, posing with demure moxie
and scoffing at the temple gods, who for once
just might be right, so tame up there with broken glass eyes,
knowing all this time just how it will end,
then blinking shards and silently turning away
— James H. Duncan
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Household Fires
It was our first Christmas together.
I had been waiting my entire
life to finally
spend it
somewhere besides alone.
I bought the tree,
ornaments that matched her eyes,
and even planned
on getting cards made with our picture.
I couldn’t help but
sing deck the halls as I rolled
through landscape of
conifers
and snow freshly packed by
other motorist.
Things were finally coming together.
Stumbling through the
door with her favorite Shiraz,
the tree,
and a surprise poinsettia,
I heard the cadence of our romance
Inflected like when she was bent over
the half door of the standup shower.
Somehow my slicked boots,
tanned leather now
seal flesh sliding on the linoleum tiling
squeaked and blended with
the rhythm
of her shrieks of Dionysian euphoria.
I went to the car,
opened the bottle of Kilikinoon Covenant
downed half and grabbed the spare can of
gasoline my father always made me keep
in the trunk.
I walked back into the house,
laid the tree out like
baby Jesus in the middle of the nativity.
I poured the gas
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like the sweat rolling from her
areolas into the stranger’s mouth.
Soft hisses of air escape as the yellow
nozzle cut and danced
across the piney
tips of branches like those
obnoxious blinker lights were supposed to.
I pulled the cheap lighter she gave me,
started at the top of the tree,
and clicked the flame
to life.
I shouted her name,
said Merry Christmas and hoped
that son of a bitch
with her was a firefighter as I drove
out to the highway,
the shiraz
in hand,
with a green Christmas bulb hanging on the
rearview.
— Zachary Fishel
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unbuttoned dress
bus stop waited
called texted no reply
visited knocked voices
no answer
she cried he lied
dumped him
stumped him
moved on more fun
she caught his I
he caught her O
both caught
knot tied
unbuttoned her dress
dressed her button
her butt undressed
his hooded head
— Eric G. Müller
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